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Chapter 1
Introduction
We can learn a lot about hwnan speech by trying to get computers to talk. Speech generation has
become a main field of interest. At IPO, research in the field of speech generation has among other things
resulted in the system GoalGetter. GoalGetter is a system that produces a spoken monologue based on
'teletekst' (ceefax) information of soccer games.
Systems that produce speech on the basis of information are called concept-to-speech systems. They
should be distinguished from text-to-speech systems, which produce speech on the basis of a written text. A
concept-to-speech system first generates a text and then reads it aloud. Therefore such systems have access to
the syntactic trees underlying the sentences in the text. These systems also have access to the information that is
expressed in the sentences, that is: their meaning. Furthermore these systems know why the sentences are
uttered. The reason behind uttering a sentence is called its speech act. For instance a system might intend to
give the user information (about the results of a soccer game in the case of GoalGetter), the corresponding
speech act is called 'assertion'. Or a system might try to trigger a response from the user. The speech act is then
'questioning' or 'instructing'.
One very important characteristic ofhwnan speech is the intonational structure. The intonational
structure of a sentence is composed of sentence accents and boundary accents, and some researchers believe it
also consists of a declination line (see Ladd 1997 for an overview). Boundary accents are accents that only
appear at the beginning and end of sentences. 'Declination line' is a term used to indicate the downward
movement of the pitch in an utterance. We use the term sentence accent to refer to the acoustic properties
which make a word or a group of words more prominent in a sentence. We will say that it puts a group of
words in focus. In most cases it has been found that the most important acoustic property is pitch, but duration
and intensity are also known to influence prominence (Ladd 1997).
In the following we will be concerned with sentence accents. We will not be talking about the acoustic
properties of sentence accents, but we will discuss the various reasons behind putting words or groups of words
in focus. And the way that focus is translated into the placement of accents on particular words 1• Our starting
point will be the set of rules assigning the accents in the speech produced by GoalGetter. We will explore the
possibility of using the same set of rules in a different system which is currently under development at IPO:
OVIS.
In chapter 2 GoalGetter will be introduced. In chapter 3 we will take a look at the theories that
underlie GoalGetter's accenting module and we will explore the algorithm underlying the implementation of
this module. In chapter 4 OVIS will be introduced. In chapter 5 we will be exploring a method for dividing the
OVIS dialogues in parts that resemble the paragraphs in GoalGetter's monologues. Then we are ready to test
the set of rules from GoalGetter on OVIS utteranr.es. We will order the results in such a way that it gives us an
useful insight in what goes wrong. Before we go Jn with adapting the GoalGetter rules in such a way that they
are applicable in a dialogue context we will look at some literature. Literature about contrastive accentuation is
discussed in chapter 7. In chapter 8 we discuss dialogue game t;heory. In chapter 9 finally we are ready to
propose the necessary adaptations, and we will see the results that these changes have.

1

The accent will actually fall on a syllable, but we will not go into that here, see Chomsky and Halle (1968) for more about accent placement
within words.
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Chapter 2
GoalGetter
2.1 A Monologue Generating System.
GoalGetter is a data-to-speech system which generates reports of soccer games (Nachtegaal 1997;
Theune et al 1997; Landsbergen 1996). It reports how many goals were scored, who scored them, the number
of cards that were given by the referee, etc. This report is based on the information obtained from 'teletekst'.
For our research one characteristic ofGoalGetter is of particular importance. That is that GoalGetter generates
monologues: The system does not engage in a dialogue with the user.
For the generation of the monologues there are two important decisions to make. What will we talk
about, and how are we going to say it. GoalGetter has a fixed list of topics that it talks about in its reports. The
system also has a set of templates at its disposal. A template is a syntactic tree where some of the nodes are left
unspecified. These need to be filled in with other templates, these empty nodes are called the slots. For every
slot conditions are specified. These have to be fulfilled by the template used to fill the slot.
Every template has a feature that indicates what topic it tells about. There is also a list of conditions
that have to be satisfied by the current state of the monologue for the template to be usable at a certain point in
the monologue. These two features are used by the system to decide which template it is going to use to
construct its next sentence. The condition for the template that gives the results of a game could for example be
that the teams have to be introduced.
When the system has chosen a particular template it will have to choose the expressions to be put into the
slots. The choice depends on the information the system wants to convey, and how the system wants to convey
this information. One can say something about a particular object by using several referring expressions, for
example to refer to a person we can use 'that man', 'he', 'John', 'Mr Anderson', etc. Which expression will be
chosen depends among other things on what has been said before. So we see it is necessary to keep track of
what has been said before and how it has been expressed.
We will be considering the way that accents are assigned in the speech that GoalGetter produces. The
part of the system that is responsible for the accentuation was copied from another system developed at IPO,
Dial your Disk. We refer to van Deemter and Odijk (1995) for information about this system.

2.2 The Context Model.
We will see that the context is of special importance for the assignment of accents. By context we
mean, the state of the monologue so far but also the knowledge of the user. The model of the context in
GoalGetter consists of three main parts: A topic state, a context state and a knowledge state. The topic state is
used to keep track of what topic the system has to talk about, what it is talking about now and what still
remains to be talked about. The topics in GoalGetter are: introduction, body and conclusion. In the knowledge
state information is kept about which entities and relations have been introduced to the listener.
The context state contains among other things a discourse model called D_obj. Here the information
on what objects have been introduced in the discourse and how they have been introduced is kept. Each object
that is introduced is given an index. Of each introduced object we can read from the D_obj by what syntactic
structure it was introduced. It also indicates what the number, gender and person of the object are. This
information will for instance be used to decide which pronouns can be used later on to refer to this object.
It is also important to know the exact words that have been used so far. In GoalGetter the designers
have chosen to keep track of the words that were used in the previous sentence and those that were used in the
recent sentence up to the word that is currently being considered. The words are recorded in the two sets
'previous words' and 'current words' (Odijk 1995b).
Another part of the context model is the set with always given objects. There are always some objects
that are so prominent in a domain that they are considered given information in the discourse. In a domain of
soccer games one could think of the ball with which the game is played as an always given object. We will see
below that an object that is given in the i:ontext will be referred to with a deaccented word. For a more detailed
description of the context model see Odijk and van Deemter (1995).
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2.3 The Implementation
The actual implementation of GoalGetter has been written in Elegant. This is a language which has
some procedural features like flow-control structures as for example 'if-then-else'. It has also got some
declarative features: The functions are called with a list of arguments. There may be several entries for one
function and which one is chosen depends on the types of the arguments in the function call. So this results in
many functions having different entries which often call each other or themselves recursively. This results in a
nice compact code. But this code is not always very transparent and easy to read. For an introduction to Elegant
see Augusteyn (1993).
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Chapter 3
Accentuation in GoalGetter

3.1 The Theoretical Background
Here we will outline the theories that underlie the implementation of the accents generating module of
GoalGetter. We will first discuss Focus-Accent theory as it is put forward in Dirksen (1992). Then we will
discuss the 'What's new?- theory by van Deemter (1994a).
3.1.1 Focus-Accent Theory
Focus-Accent Theory explains how we can combine syntactic and semantic information to yield the
correct assignment of accents in a sentence. The syntactic information is contained in a metrical tree. A
metrical tree is a syntactic tree in which every node can have either zero, one or two daughters, each wearing a
label specifying whether she is strong 's' or weak 'w'. A metrical tree is derived from a surface syntactic tree.
There are two things that need to be done with the surface tree in order to make it a metrical tree. First of all
the syntactic tree needs to be made binary, because a node in a syntactic tree can have more than two daughters,
but this is not allowed in a metrical tree. After the tree has been made binary a strong-weak-labelling has to be
applied to the tree. Every node in the tree will be labelled as either strong 's' or weak 'w'. The rule of thumb by
which this labelling is done is that an argument will always get the label's' and the predicate will get the label
'w'. The question that remains open however is what the predicate and arguments are. In a VP it is clear that
the verb is the predicate and the object and direct object are its arguments. In the NP the noun is the argument
of the determiner. If there is only one daughter this will get the label's'. These rules would yield the metrical
tree in (2) for the sentence 'The man loves his son '.
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Besides the syntactic information, semantic information in the form of focus is important. A focus
marker indicates that a certain part of a sentence is more interesting, prominent or important then other parts.
The notation '+F' is used to indicate that some (sub)tree is in focus. The way that the decision is made as to
whether something is in focus or not is not specified in focus-accent theory. Dirksen proposes in his article
(Dirksen 1992) to let every maximal projection in the metrical tree introduce +F.
On the basis of metrical trees like the one in (2) and the focus markers an accent pattern will be
derived. The first step in this derivation is to check whether there are phrases or words that may not be
accented, they are indicated as being deaccented. The conditions for deaccenting are discussed in van Deemter
(1994) and will be discussed below. After this the Default Accent Rule will be applied, the rule is stated in (3):
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(3)

Default Accent Rule (Dirksen '92 pg. 3)
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Condition: B is deaccented.
This rule will make sure that a strong node that is deaccented (that is: it has the feature -F) will be made weak,
by changing her label with her sister. After this rule has been applied it could be the case that the accents do
not alternate with each other as we would want them to. For this reason the rhythm rule was introduced in
focus-accent theory. The rule looks like this:
(4) rhythm rule
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The last step is the application of the Accent Rule (5), this rule is applied recursively.
(5)

Accent Rule (Dirksen '92 pg. 2)

For each node X, X is accented if
a. X is marked +F, or
b. X is strong, and the node immediately dominating X is accented.
3.1.2

What's New?: The Deaccenting Rules.
Here we will explain the rules by which phrases or words are deaccented in a metrical tree. But first
we want to note that what we call deaccenting here will be called defocusing below2.
The most simple rule states that a word that has the specification nonaccentable in the lexicon, will be
deaccented. These words are mostly function words like determiners. (Dirksen 1992; van Deemter 1994a) Of
the two more complex deaccenting rules, the fir~t one takes the referents of the words used in consideration.
The rule reads: If a word refers to an object that has already been given in the context, it should be deaccented.
It is already referred to earlier, and the words that were used to refer to the object are thus co-referential. It is
not a straightforward matter to decide when two words that refer to groups of objects are co-referential. Van
Deemter introduces the notion of identity anaphora to be able to distinguish between subsectional and identical
anaphora (co-referentiallity). A subsectional anaphor is an anaphor which can only be related to a proper subset
of the reference of its antecedent. The reference of an identity anaphor is identical to the denotation of the
antecedent. We will use example (6) taken from van Deemter (1994a) to explain why we have to distinguish
between these two kinds of anaphora resolution.
(6)
2

The crowd was approaching the castle. The women were very excited.

Dirksen as well as van Deemter call the observation that a word or a phrase cannot be accented, because it contains given information or
because the word cannot bear an accent, deaccenting. But what they actually do is mark the word or phrase with -F which means nonfocusable. If
a word or phrase is not focusable it might still get an accent in the end. This can be for rhytmic reasons, but also for other kinds of reasons like
verification and correction acknowledgement as we will see later on in this paper. We will therefore use the term defocussing later on, but we will
stick to the term deaccenting here because that is the term that the authors whom's work we are resuming here have used.
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.n a normal reading of this sentence, the NP 'the women' is anaphoric to the NP 'the crowd'. If the crowd only
consisted of women, the sets referred to by the women and by the crowd would have been identical. But ifthe
crowd consisted of men and women, the women referred to in the second clause form a subset of the total
crowd. The reading of the sentence is disambiguated by either placing an accent on women or not placing an
accent on women. In the first case the anaphor is subsectional in the other case identical. So we see that in the
case of identity anaphora the anaphoric NP will be deaccented.
The third rule makes no reference to the references of the words, it is concerned with the denotation of
the words, their meaning. The rule reads: If a word is conceptually given it must be deaccented. A word is
conceptually given ifthere has occurred a word earlier in the discourse that is synonymous with it, or if it
subsumes an earlier occurring word. The relation of subsumption is such that the meaning of the first word is
contained in the meaning of the second word. This means that the set of objects denoted by the first word is a
subset of the set of objects denoted by the second word. A few examples are; bike-vehicle, cadillac-car, dog-pet.
The difference between this and object givenness is that here the set is determined by the word and not by the
domain of discourse.
These are the three deaccenting rules. As we saw it is very important to know what has been said
before, which words were used (concept givenness) and to which objects was referred (to determine object
givenness). A context model from which this information can be read off is thus very important for the accents
generating module.

3 .2 The Implementation
Here we will give a detailed description of the accenting module that GoalGetter contains (see also
Odijk 1995a and 1995b). Before the accenting module is started, a syntactic tree has already been construed
and the D_obj of the context state has been filled with information about the references of referring expressions
used so far. A set of always given objects is integrated in the system and is also accessible.
We will give an algorithm which is an abstraction from the actual implementation. We have left out as
many details as possible to make the algorithm more transparent. We have also simplified the algorithm in
some places. All the things in the implementation that do not have an effect on the final assignment of accents
are left out. This concerns for example the parts where the strengths of prosodic boundaries are determined.
We mentioned above that GoalGetter's accenting module has been implemented in Elegant, the way
that the types of variables may be defined in Elegant is important for the understanding of the algorithm. Every
variable in Elegant is of some type. There are some atomic types like Boolean, String, and Integer. The
designer of the program may define complex types. Complex types are defined in terms of typed features. We
will see some examples of these below. The special thing about the types in Elegant is that they can have
subtypes. A subtype of a type has all the same features as its supertype but also some additional features. We
will see below that the type 'Word' is a subtype of the type 'Stree'. In the algorithm types will be written in
small letters with the first letter capitalised. When a feature of a certain complex type is not relevant for the
algorithm we will not mention it. So in the actual implementation some types are more complex than the ones
stated below. In the algorithm variables are written in small letters, and the flow-control statements are written
in capitals.
3.2.1 Type definitions
The accentuating module is started with a syntactic tree and a context as input. These are both
variables of complex types. This is the type definition for the type Stree that is used to store syntactic trres:
Stree:

node :

~ategory:

focus {yes,no,neutral}
contrast {yes,no}
sons : list(Stree)
first : Integer
last : Integer

l

i---;os {N,A,P,V}
~arlevel {zero,min,m~

J

A syntactic tree is thus defined by its top node 'node' which consists of a category, the feature focus and the
feature contrast. If the category of a node is for example an NP this will be reflected by 'pos' having the value
'N' and 'barlevel' having the value 'max'. The features focus and contrast tell whether the phrase represented
by the subtree starting from 'node' is in focus or stands in contrast with some other phrase. The feature 'sons'
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stores the sylitactic trees that start just under the top node, these are thus the sons of the top node. Every son is
of type Stree, and the list of the sons is thus of type list(Stree). We will refer to these sons as subtrees. The type
'Stree' has got a subtype called 'Word'. Besides the features it inherits from 'Stree', this type contains an extra
feature 'string'. Ifa function is declared as getting input oftype 'Stree' we are also allowed to put input of type
'Word' into it. The complex type of the feature 'node' is called 'Node'. This type also has subtypes. These are
'Npnode' and 'Ppnode' besides the features they inherit from 'Node' they also have the feature 'index' of type
'Integer'. This index is used to refer to the entity that was referred to by the corresponding NP or PP.
Now we will state the type of the other variable that is used in the accenting module, 'Context'.

Context: D_obj:

list(~dex:

Integer
~OOU<OO el~ent•

JJ

ndex: Integer
ocation: list(Integers)
ree: Stree
ntecedents:list(Index:Int)

D

)

location: list(Integers)
previous words: set(Strings)
current words: set(Strings)
given_info: set(Entities)

D_obj is a complex type that was inspired by the notion of a DRS from the Discourse Representation
Theory from Kamp and Reyle (1993). In the description we have given here we have left out the features
'syntactic features' and 'semantic features'. As is explained in van Deemter and Odijk (1994) the type D_obj is
different from a DRS in that it has less semantic information but more syntactic information in it. The
resemblance between the two structures is that they both show which antecedents are available for a given
discourse object. Here this information is kept in the feature 'antecedents'. Just as in DRS's every discourse
object has an uniquely identifying property. In a DRS the reference marker is unique, here every discourse
element gets its own unique index. Every discourse element also has an index which is not necessarily unique,
this is the index that refers to the entity in the real world that is spoken about. A discourse element has got the
features 'location' and 'tree' besides its above mentioned features. In 'location' information on the number of
the paragraph and sentence that gave rise to the discourse objects is stored. This feature is important in
determining the list of antecedents for a discourse object. An antecedent is not allowed to be too far from its
referent and we can check whether this is the case by comparing the location of the antecedent and that of the
referent. The 'location' feature between the biggest brackets contains the information about the location of the
current phrase we are processing. The feature 'given_info' contains indexes to entities that are considered to be
given information throughout the whole monologue. The last two features 'previous_words' and
'current_words' contain the words that have been used in the previous and current sentence respectively.
The algorithm converts a syntactic tree of type Stree into a metrical tree of type Mtree. The type
'Mtree' is given below, its subtype 'Mword' carries the additional feature 'string' of the corresponding type
'String'.
Mtree:
category:

j;,s :

{N,A,P,V}

~rlevel

l

: {zero,min,ma:2J

accent : {ac,at,an,af}
left : Mtree
right : Mtree

The first feature 'category' contains the syntactic category of the metrical tree. The second feature 'accent' can
have the following values: 'ac' which means contrast accent, 'at' which means accent is true this means it gets
an accent which is not contrastive, 'an' which means accent is neutral or not decided upon yet, or 'af which
means accent is false which means we don't get an accent.
Now that we have defined the types of the variables that are used in the algorithm we can start looking
at the algorithm itself. In the algorithm variables are written in small letters. As we have seen above a certain
feature can appear in different places in a type structure, therefore we will always specify the whole path when
referring to a feature. The heading of each function in the algorithm consists of the name of the function
followed by the arguments that it takes as input. The type of the arguments is specified behind a colon. Behind
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the arguments there is another colon followed by the type of the ren· n value of the function. The whole
heading is written in bold letters. The flow-control instructions are written in capitals.
3.2.2 Defocusing
The algorithm consists of two parts, in the first part a syntactic tree is supplied with information on
which nodes may not be in focus. This is called the process of defocusing. In the first part of this chapter it was
referred to as deaccenting, but it is actually defocusing: A defocused part may still be accented for rhythmic
reasons. In the second part a metrical tree is constructed based on this syntactic tree, the defocusing information
is used to decide on which words the accents will fall. Before the algorithm starts the focus feature has been set
to yes on every node that corresponds to a maximal projection.
The rules that decide which subtrees are to be defocused are implementations of the object given and
concept given rules of van Deemter. This part of the algorithm consists of the function 'min_x' and its
subroutines. There are four subroutines which are all functions that yield truth values, we will refer to them as
checks. These are called: 'unfocusable', 'concept given' , identity anaphoric' and 'always given', we will
explain what these functions do after we have given the algorithm of the function min_x.
min x(syntactic tree:Stree, context:Context): Stree
WALK_THROUGH sy;tactic tree BOTTUM_UP
FOR EVERY subtree

LEFT_TO_RIGHT

IF type(subtree) EQUALS Word
THEN IF ( concept_given(subtree.string,
context.previous_wordsvcontext.current_words)
OR unfocusable(subtree) )
THEN subtree.node.focus= no
ADD subtree.string TO context.current_words
ELSE IF ( unfocusable(subtree)
OR identity anaphoric(subtree, context.ct obj)
OR always given(subtree, context) )
THEN subtree.node.focus = no
RETURN syntactic_tree

This function gets as input the syntactic tree and the context. Min_x changes the syntactic tree by setting the
'focus' feature value to 'no' on every node from where a subtree stems that does not contain any focusable
parts. This decision is made on the basis of the checks 'unfocusable' and 'concept given' in the case the subtree
is actually a word. In the case that the subtree is a 'real' subtree the checks that determine whether that tree is
in focus are: 'identity anaphoric', 'always given' and again: 'unfocusable'. The 'current_words' and
'previous_words' features of the context are necessary to decide whether a word is concept given. Object
givenness or identity anaphoricity is decided upon with the help of the 'D_obj' feature.
The function 'unfocusable' gets a syntactic tree as input. It goes into this tree and checks whether it
contains any words that can be focused. If it finds at least one than the tree is focusable. A tree is thus
unfocusable if all the words that occur in it are unfocusable. If a word is in contrast with another word it is
always focusable. If it is not in contrast it is unfocusable if it cannot bear an accent. Words that cannot bear an
accent, like prepositions and some determiners are marked as such in the dictionary; these words can be found
in the set 'unaccentables'. This is what the algorithm 'unfocusable' looks like:
unfocusable(syntactic

tree:St~ee):

Boolean

IF type(syntactic_tree) EQUAIS Word
THEN IF ( syntactic_tree.node.contrast EQUALS yes )
THEN RETURN no
IF syntactic_tree.node.focus EQUALS no
THEN RETURN yes
ELSE IF syntactic_tree.string IN unaccentables
THEN RETURN yes
ELSE RETURN no
IF type(syntactic tree) EQUALS Stree
THEN IF ( syntactic tree.node.contrast EQUALS yes
AND NOT EVERY son IS unfocusable
THEN RETURN no
IF ( syntactic_tree.node.focus EQUALS yes
AND NOT EVERY son IS unfocusable )
THEN RETURN no
IF ( EVERY son IS unfocusable )
THEN RETURN yes
ELSE RETURN no

I* note that first it is checked whether a word is in
in contrast, and if it is it will not be unfocusable
even if it is unaccentable according to the lexicon
/*A list of words that cannot be accented according
to the lexicon
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The subroutine 'concept given' decides whether a word is concept given or not. If so, it returns 'yes'
otherwise it returns 'no'. First it is checked whether the word is a number, if it is, it is not considered concept
given because all numbers are to be accented in GoalGetter. Why this has been implemented is because we have
to say numbers often to refer to the number of goals made by each team. If we say: The result of the game was
2-2. We would not want the second '2' to be deaccented because of concept givenness.
If the word is not a number it will be checked whether the word is synonymous to a recently used word
(i.e. is in the group consisting of words in this and from the previous sentence). It is also checked whether the
word subsumes a word in this group. We will not state the functions which handle these checks. What they
come down to is checking for every word among the recently used words whether the word pair consisting of
this word and the current word are in the predefined set of tuples that define the subsumption and synonym
relations.
concept given(word, recently_used_words): yes/no
IF cardTnal{word)
THEN RETURN no
ELSE IF { word IN recently used words
OR has synonym in{word, recently used words)
OR has-subsumed word in{word, recently used words)
THEN RETURN-yes
ELSE RETURN no

The 'identity anaphoric' subroutine checks whether a syntactic (sub)tree co-refers with another
discourse object. First the discourse object corresponding to the current syntactic tree is determined via the
discourse model, D_obj. This element is assigned the name object! (called idli in the implementation). Then
the discourse model is checked to see whether there is some other object that co-refers with object! and which
precedes it in the same paragraph. The functions 'precede' and 'in_same_paragraph' are functions that
compare the values of the feature 'location' of both object to check whether objectl comes after object2 and
whether they were referred to in the same paragraph. These two functions are not stated here.
identity anaphoric(syntactic tree, discourse model): yes/no
WALK THROUGH discourse model-TOP DOWN
FOR EVERY discourse ob]ect
IF discourse object.tree EQUALS syntactic_tree
THEN objectl-= discourse_object
found = yes
IF found
THEN WALK- THROUGH discourse- model TOP- DOWN
FOR EVERY discourse object
object2 =-discourse object
IF { object2.index EQUALS objectl.index
AND object2 NOT EQUALS recent object
AND precedes{object2, objectl)
AND in_same_paragraph{object2, objectl)
THEN RETURN yes
ELSE RETURN no

The subroutine 'always given' checks whether the syntactic tree is a NP or a PP if so, it checks
whether the entity it refers to is a member of the set of always given entities. The check whether the category is
NP or PP is not important from a theoretical viewpoint, it makes sure the program does not do any unnecessary
work, as only NPs and PPs can refer to entities
always given(syntactic tree,context): yes/no
IF { syntactic_tree.node EQUALS NP
OR syntactic tree.node EQUALS PP )
THEN IF syntactic-tree.node.feature.index IN context.giveninfo
THEN RETURN yes
RETURN no

The functions we have seen so far take care to provide a syntactic tree with defocusing information. We will see
next how a metrical tree will be made on the basis of this syntacic tree. In this metrical tree it will be specified
where the accents should be placed.
3.2.3 Constructing the Metrical Tree
To construct a metrical tree the syntactic tree needs to be made binary. Every node is allowed to have
at most two sons. One of the sons is always specified as strong. If there is only one son this one is strong. An
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accent is launched at every node in the tree where the focus = yes (remember that this is the case on all nodes
that are maximal projections). The accent is percolated downwards through the tree until it falls upon a word.
We will now look at the algorithm of the function 'ttom' which is the second part of the accenting
algorithm. 'Ttom' is short for 'tree to metrical tree'. This routine takes a syntactic tree as input and converts it
into a metrical tree. Normally every node in a metrical tree has the value 'strong' or 'weak'. These values are
used when the accents are percolated downwards through the tree. The strongest of the two sons inherits the
accent of the father node (see the Accent Rule pg. 3). In the algorithm below the notions 'strong' and 'weak'
are not used, instead the variable 'direction' is used to indicate which path the accent should take at a given
point. The default case is that the right son is the strongest. If the right son is deaccented or ifthe right son is a
zero projection and it has brothers at the same level then the left son will be strong and the direction will be
leftwards. A son is deaccented when its 'focus' and 'contrast' values are both unequal to 'yes' (i.e. either 'no'
or 'neutral'). The algorithm below thus percolates the accents downward in the tree. The contrastive focus
feature has to be specified as either 'yes' or 'no' in the templates. But an automatic assignment of contrastive
accents in GoalGetter is also under investigation (see Theune 1997).
ttom(syntactic tree) : metrical tree
WALK_THROUGH syntactic_tree TOP::::DOWN
FOR EVERY subtree
IF type(subtree) = Stree
THEN -IF ( CARDINALITY(subtree.sons) > 2
OR ( CARDINALITY(subtree.sons) > 1
AND subtree.right son.node.cat.bar NOT EQUALS zero ) )
direction = rightward direction = leftward
make binary(subtree.sons MINUS subtree.left son)
IF (-subtree.node.focus EQUALS yes
OR subtree.node.contrast EQUALS yes
OR subtree.node.accent EQUALS ac )
subtree.node.contrast EQUALS yes
OR subtree.node.accent EQUALS ac
newaccent = ac
ELSE newaccent = at
IF ((subtree.right son EQUALS empty
OR (direction-EQUALS leftward
AND (NOT unfocusable(left son)
OR (unfocusable(left-son) AND unfocusable(right_son)))))
OR( direction EQUALS rightward AND unfocusable(right son)
AND NOT unfocusable(left son) ))
subtree.left son.accent = newaccent
subtree.right son.accent = newaccent
IF ( NOT unfocusable(right son)
AND additional accent required(left son,right son,right subtree))
THEN subtree.left son.accent EQUALS at
:'iF ( direction EQUALS leftward
;THEN subtree.left son= af
:ELSE subtree.right_son = af

--·

The ttom algorithm incorporates the default accent rule. The rhythm rule however has not been
implemented. In its place there is a subroutine called 'additional accent required' which adds accents· vhen too
many unaccented words occur next to each other, or when there appears a PP inside a NP. The exact conditions
can be seen in the routine which is shown in algorithmic form below. The function 'accent too far' which is
called in 'additional accent required' is a function that returns yes if the number of words that are in the
metrical tree 'm' is larger than three.
additional accent required(sl:Stree, s2:Stree, m:Mtree): yes\no
IF ( NOT maximal_ji'rojection(sl.node.category)
AND openclass(sl.node.category)
AND NOT v plus empty category(sl,s2)
AND ( accenttoofar(m)
OR ( sl.node.category.pos EQUALS N
AND category_is_pp(s2) ) ) )
THEN RETURN yes
ELSE RETURN no

Another subroutine ofttom is 'make binary' (it is called tobin in the actual implementation). What this routine
does can best be explained in a schema:
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It takes a tree with more than two subtrees and makes it into a binary tree by branching to the right.

3.3. Conclusion
This concludes the discussion of the theory underlying and the implementation of the accentsgenerating-module in GoalGetter. As we saw the notions of concept givenness and object givenness have been
implemented as is the deaccent rule. The rhythm rule is not implemented, it is replaced by the additional accent
routine. Also the notion of 'always givenness' has been implemented. For further reading about this
implementation we refer the reader to Odijk (1995a and 1995b). These are descriptions of the implementation
made for DYD, which is very similar to GoalGetter's implementation.
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Chapter 4
The OVIS project

OVIS is a Spoken Dialogue system. It is a system that can be contacted over the telephone. It is
designed to give information about the time-table of the 'NS' (Dutch Railways). The system consists of the
following parts: a speech recognizer, a natural language interpreter, a dialogue modelling component, a
language generator and a speech generator. (see Strik 1997 for a short overview) The speech recognizer
analyses the speech that comes over the telephone line from a user. It produces most probable sequences of
words, these sequences have confidence measures attached to them. The natural language interpreter evaluates
the word sequences and decides what meaning to attach to them. It will give a message to the dialogue manager
that reflects this meaning. This message is not provided with a confidence measure, but we will assume in the
following that it is, as it can be expected to be the case in a next version of the system. Then the dialogue
modeller will put the new information in an information store and decides on the basis of the information we
have so far what to say next, it generates a message, and sends this message to the language generator. The
language generator produces a sentence, in text form, and this is given to the speech generator, which will be
responsible for uttering the sentence.

4.1 Dialogue Modelling
We now want to focus on the dialogue modelling part of the system. (see Veldhuyzen van Zanten
1996a and 1996b) It consists of two parts, a pragmatic interpreter, and a dialogue manager. The pragmatic
interpreter tries to deduce more information from what has been said. For example if the user said that he
wanted to travel on Wednesday the pragmatic interpreter will deduce that the user meant the first Wednesday to
come. The dialogue manager is given the interpreted information and sees to it that it gets stored. All the
information that the Dialogue Manager gets from the user is stored in an information store. We can compare
this store with a form that has to be filled in. There is a list of specifications of what we want to know and an
empty space behind each specification to fill in the information. The specification will be called a feature and
the empty space we will call a slot. The exact specifications of what may be filled in in what place is called the
frame structure. It is a hierarchical structure. It consists of objects, and features that connect two objects with
each other. From the top down the objects will be corresponding to more and more specific information. It is
known to the dialogue manager which features will have to be specified before the database with the NS
timetable can be questioned. The frame structure is included as appendix A, in this structure the dots are
objects and the lines represent the different features.
From now on it should be clear that the frame structure is not the same as the information store, the
frame structure is a specification of what kind of information should be stored on what exact place in the
information store. And for comp! .!teness we also want to mention that the database is yet another part that the
dialogue manager can use, this plrt contains the information about the outside world, the timetable of the NS
and information about prices etc.
After the dialogue manager has stored the new information, it has to decide what the next step in the
dialogue will be. It might decide to check the information it just got, for instance because the confidence
measure is beneath a certain criterion. It may also decide to move on to the next subject on his list of things he
needs to know and ask a question. If it knows everything it wants to know it will decide to go and retrieve the
information from its database and report to the user. These three possible decisions correspond to the actions of
'verifying information', 'asking for information' and 'giving information' or 'asserting' respectively. We will
refer to these actions as 'speech acts'. Later we will see that the dialogue manager should be adapted to handle
one more speech act.

4.2 The Message from the Dialogue Manager to the Language Generator.
Let's have a look at some examples of messages as the dialogue manager sends them to the language
generator. The examples are from the paper 'Semantics of update expressions' from Veldhuyzen van Zanten
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(1996c). The messages are of the same form as the messages that the language; iterpreter sends the dialogue
modelling part. These messages were called update expressions in Veldhuyzen van Zanten's paper. We will use
the term message here. The first example is the first message that the dialogue manager sends to the language
generator in every new dialogue (pg. 24).
(1)

system.[$ greeting]
user. wants. travel.[? origin. place._;
destination. place._]

In this example the $ indicates the speech act of asserting. In this case a greeting is asserted, this might be

something like: 'Goodmoming, this is the information service for public transports speaking'. This same
symbol will also be used for the speech act ofreporting information found in the database. The ? is the symbol
for the speech act 'questioning'. The symbol for correction is'!'. The dots in the example indicate the objects
defined in the frame structure. The words between the dots are the relations that exist between them (the
features). Some features, like the feature 'greeting' are not available from the frame structure, they are not
related to the information the system needs from the user. These types offeatures include for example, the
features that trigger the suggestion by the system too speak louder, when the speech recognizer gives an error
message.
The second part of the message in example (1) might be transformed into the following utterance:
'From which place to which place do you want to travel'. This is a combination of the questions: 'From which
place do you want to travel?' and 'To which place do you want to travel?' The semicolon in the message thus
means that the two messages should both be pronounced and they may thus be combined. Note that the
underscore in the message corresponds to the Wh-word in the utterance.
The speech act indicator and a part of the dots and features structure is put between square brackets.
This part of the structure is the focus of the message, the part outside the scope corresponds to the ground or the
topic of the message. We will assume that the part of the message that is in focus is the part that was chosen by
the dialogue manager as the structure that he wanted to perform some action on (with the speech act). He then
puts the topic part before it to make the message more easy for the user to interpreted. The utterance: ' From
which place to which place?' is less acceptable as : 'From which place to which place do you want to travel?'
How the decision of what should be in the topic of the sentence is made is outside the scope of the current
paper.

4.3 The Dialogue Context
We have introduced OVIS above. What we are particularly interested in is the way we could provide
the OVIS utterances with the correct accentuation. We have seen in chapter 3 that a model of the discourse
context is very important for the generation of sentence accents. Therefore we want to take a look at the
possible ways of modelling the dialogue context in OVIS.
In GoalGetter we have the structure called 'context' to model the discourse context. From this
structure we can decide as we have seen, whether some word is object given, always given, or concept given. At
the moment there is nothing like it in OVIS, the only information we have as to the context of the dialogue is
the information store, where all the information that the user has given is stored. But there is no information on
what questions have been asked and what the answers looked like and this is necessary information for the
GoalGetter accenting algorithm to work. So if we want to make use of the module ofGoalGetter we might have
to provide OVIS with a discourse model, a D__Obj like in GoalGetter, with sets with previous and current words
and with a set of always given objects.
Before we eventually decide to extend OVIS with these structures, let's first look at the things we do
have in OVIS and check whether these can replace the structures in GoalGetter in any way so we don't have to
add these things. We will also consider the effect of speaker turns on concept- and object givenness. By the
term 'speaker turn' we mean that another dialogue participant is going to be speaking next. So in our case it
could mean that OVIS has just asked a question and the user is about to answer.
4.3.1 Object Givenness and Speaker Tums
Does the fact that an object was introduced by one speaker and referred back to by another speaker
effect the object givenness of the second reference? If we look at the following piece of dialogue we see that it
doesn't. The accented words are written in capitals:
A: Did you meet the JOHNSON'S yesterday?
B: Yes, we met with Ann and Pete at a PUB.
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Ann and Pete refer to the same two people as the Johnson's and are therefore deaccented by the second

speaker. So object-givenness is not affected by speaker turns.
4.3.2 Object Givenness in OVIS
For the determination of object givenness in GoalGetter the D_obj structure is most important. In the
D_obj is indicated where in the discourse a particular object was referred to. So we can always check the
givenness of some object. But an object is not object given only because it was already referred to, it is
important to know where it was referred to. An object is accessible for identity anaphora when the object was
referred to in the same paragraph as the anaphor appears in, and when the reference preceded the anaphor.
So the two important features ofD_obj from the perspective of object givenness seem to be 'location'
and 'index'. The index is used to identify the objects. In OVIS we don't need an index to identify an object.
Every object in OVIS corresponds to a feature in the frame structure so every object can be defined by its place
in the frame structure. We have to note here that what we called object in the treatment of the frame structure
above is not the same as what we call object now, here we refer to real objects in the world like cities or
stations. One problem is that not every feature in the frame structure is an object in the real world, we will have
to indicate in the frame structure whether the feature is referring to an object or not. For example the features:
'before', 'after' and 'at' are not referring features, but features like: 'aalten', 'alkmaar', and 'amsterdam', are.
Where an object was introduced in the dialogue is not specified in OVIS. But it seems unnecessary to
introduce the whole structure D_obj in OVIS just to know where an object was introduced. In GoalGetter three
features of the location of the reference to an object were recorded. The place of the referring expression in the
sentence, the place of this sentence in its paragraph and the number of the paragraph. In GoalGetter each
paragraph corresponds to one topic in the monologue. It seems odd to introduce the notion of paragraphs for
OVIS, but the notion of topics is very reasonable from the perspective of OVIS. In the next chapter we will
show that topics can easily be deduced form OVIS dialogues, using a dialogue coding scheme. We can then
specify for each object referred to in which topic it was named.
But then we still need to know where in the sentence and in which sentence the object was introduced.
The order within the sentences is only important for utterances by OVIS. We do not need to know the order in
the utterances by the user. Information about within sentence order is only needed when we would have to
decide whether some word in that same sentence would get an accent or not. But we do not have to decide these
matters for user utterances, and it is thus sufficient to know in which sentence a word occurred and the order
does not matter. We will have to indicate in the information store in which utterance a feature was used. For
the utterances by OVIS itself we will also indicate in which sentence and where in that sentence the object was
referred to. As an example: The feature amsterdam_cs could at a certain point in the dialogue have the
following structure attached to it in the information store.
amsterdam_cs : location = topic 1 sentence 3 words 4-6
topic 5 sentence 6
topic 5 sentence 7 word 5
From this we could conclude that Amsterdam Central station had been referred to three times in the
conversation so far. The first time during topic one, in sentence number three. Three words have been used to
refer to it. The second and third time were somewhere in topic 5.
4.3.3 Concept Givenness and Speaker Turns
Let's take a look at the piece of dialogue in (2).
(2)

A: How do you want to go to the beach?
B: I want to go by TRAIN
A: That's a good idea, I have heard public transportation in Holland is excellent

In the above example 'public transportation' is not accented. This is because it subsumes 'train', it is thus
concept given. We can conclude that the speaker turn does not effect the concept givenness relationship.
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4.3.4 Com ·:!pt Givenness in OVIS
In GoalGetter all words of the previous sentence were collected in the set called 'previous words' and
all the words used in the current sentence up to the word we were currently checking for concept givenness
were put in the set called 'current words'. We also made use of the predefined subsumption and synonym
tuples.
In OVIS it is not possible at the moment to have access to the words that were used by the user. The
language interpreter outputs a structure comparable to the message as the dialogue manager gives it to the
language generator (see section 4.2). We thus just have access to the features that were referred to. So ifthe
previous sentence was one by the user we cannot compare the words from the current sentence with these
words. It can be expected that these words will be made available to the language generator in the future, then
we can use the same mechanism to compute concept givenness as is used in GoalGetter. For now the issue
remains unsolved.
When the previous sentence was an OVIS sentence we do have access to the concepts that were used
and the algorithm should work as it did for GoalGetter. So we have to introduce the sets 'previous words' and
'current words' for OVIS as well: In these sets the words used by OVIS are recorded.
4.3.5 Always Givenness in OVIS
Just like a set ofobjects that were defined always given in the domain ofGoalGetter, OVIS should
have its own set of always given objects. Remember that OVIS refers to features and not to actual objects. The
features that seem most prominent in our train information enquiring system are: user, wants, travel,
connection and system. This means that words like u (=you), and ik (= I) that refer to the user and to OVIS
respectively are always deaccented. It also means deaccentuation of wilt(= wants), verbinding (=connection)
and reizen (=to travel). The features with this status can be marked as such in the frame structure, by the
following clause: always given = yes
4.3.6 Conclusion
We have seen that we do not need to introduce a structure like D_obj and a seperated set with always
given objects in OVIS, the things they express can also be expressed in the information store and the frame
structure respectively. We do need to introduce the previous and current words sets in OVIS. These sets must be
construed and kept by the language generator. We have also seen that speaker turns do not influence the
deaccentuation: It is thus not necessary to record information about which speaker referred to what object.
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Chapter 5
Dialogue structure coding

We indicated in the preceding chapter that we need some sort of topic division ofOVIS' dialogues. A
group of researchers working on the Map Task Corpus in Edinburgh and Glasgow have proposed instructions
by which any dialogue could be divided into smaller parts. An analyses method for dialogues as they claim, it is
described in Carletta et al. (1996) and in J. Kowtko (1996). We will have a look at this method here. We will
apply the rules to a couple of OVIS dialogues. We will see that the topic division that results from this
application is very attractive form the perspective of the accenting module (see chapter 4).

5.1 Dialogue Coding Rules
Before we can go into the rules we will have to explain some to the terms that are used in this theory.
The first notion is the notion 'turn', it is used to describe a sequence of one or more sentences or just words
uttered by the same speaker (not interrupted by the other speaker). Note that this interpretation differs from the
interpretation of 'speaker turn' as we have used it in the previous chapter. Carletta et al. also use the notion
'utterance'. In their terminology an utterance is what we would call a sentence in written language. An
utterance can be part of a turn, but it may also span over several turns. The following definition of a game is
from J. Kowtko (pg. 53):
A series of moves usually two or more turns, which are necessary to accomplish a conversational
goal. One participant initiates a request or exchange of information, for instance, and appropriate
responses follow until the interaction is completed. Each participant understands the implicit
structure and rules for each game.

A move is defined as follows (pg. 53):
An utterance, part of an utterance , or several utterances, which communicate one idea or intent,
and serve a particular communicative function. It is uttered by only one person and often ends with
a pause. It may continue over two or more conversational turns.

There is one more category that should be named, this is the category of the transactions. A dialogue is
constructed out of transactions where every transaction achieves a sub goal of the goal that the initiator had in
mind when he started the dialogue. Each transaction is constructed out of games.
The map task corpus owfs its name to the task of the dialogues that it consists of. The task of the
dialogue was to get agreement~ bout a route that one of the participants had on a map. The other participant
had a map as well which was slightly different. The participants had to find out what the differences were and
the dialogue had to result in the second participant drawing the route that the first one had on his own map.
The two participants could not see each others maps, so all the information had to be exchanged via the
dialogue.
Every part in the dialogue where one specific part of the route was explained was labelled as one
transaction (Carletta et al. 1996). There are no further instructions as to how to divide other kinds of dialogues
into transactions. The beginning of a game can be determined when the moves have been determined. Almost
every initiating move starts a new game. The game ends when the goal of the initiating move has been fulfilled
(Kowtko 1996). Games can be embedded in other games.
For the division of the dialogue into moves a schema has been devised (pg. 4 Carletta et al. 1996).
According to the schema it first has to be decided whether a move is an initiation, a response or a preparation.
Typical initiations are questions. Typical responses are of course answers to these questions. A preparation is a
move which indicates that a certain game has been finished to the participant's satisfaction and that he is ready
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to move on to the next game. Examples of utterances that correspond to these r toves are:" right!" or "okay"
(pg. 11 Carletta et al 1996).
An initiating move can be an instruction, an explanation, an alignment, a check, a yin-question or an
open question. It is an instruction if some action is required from the other participant. An explanation is a
non-triggered information supply. An alignment is a check to see if both participants agree on the state of the
dialogue. It is used to check whether a new game can be started. A check, on the other hand, checks whether
the information that one participant thinks he got from the other one is actually right. The other two moves
both ask for new information. The initiating move that starts a new game in the dialogue will give its name to
this game, so a game that is started by an instruction is called 'instruction'.
The following are responsive moves: acknowledge, clarify, reply-yes, reply-no, and reply-w. If a
response only shows that a communication was successful and does not hold an answer, it is an
acknowledgement, an example is (pg. 8 Carletta et al. 1996) "Mmmhmmm". When the response is an answer
that is accompanied by an explanation of the answer this last part is called a clarification. Reply yes and reply
no are answers that come down to answering yes or no. They could be stated in all kinds of surface forms.
Reply-w is an answer to an open question.
The direct connection between the moves and accents is not addressed by the Scottish researchers. What
is addressed in Kowtko (1996) however, is the correlation between different kinds of moves and intonation
patterns.

5 .. 2 Dialogue Coding in OVIS
We have applied the coding scheme to the four dialogues that can be found in appendix B. First we gave
every dialogue move a name. Questions like:
(1)

"Wanneer wilt u van Voorschoten naar Utrecht Centraal station reizen?"
(=When do you want to travel from Voorschoten to Utrecht Central Station?")

are examples of open questions, the move is called a 'query-w'. An example of a Yes/No-question is the
following question:
(2)

"Wilt u nog een andere verbinding weten?"
(= do you want information on any other connections?)

The difference between the checks that occurred and yes-no questions is that a check is a (yes/no-)question that
is verifying information that has already been given to the system. One example is :
(3)

"U wilt dus tussen 18 en 24 uur vertrekken?"
(= So you want to leave between 6 and 12 p.m. ?)

We have assigned all utterances in which the system asks the user to repeat what he has just said as instructions
to repeat, other kinds of instructions did not occur in the dialogues. There were a couple of moves that were not
that easy to characterise. These were the opening and closing moves of OVIS, which we have called the moves
of introduction and greeting, and the move where the user is given the information concerning the train
connection. We have labelled this move as tl e move of explanation. In the 4 dialogues there were no other
moves besides these that were labelled as an explanation. It might tum out that if there were moves ofa
different character that should be labelled as explanation that we should introduce the move of giving
information into the scheme. The numbers of the different moves by OVIS that occurred in the four dialogues
can be seen in the following table:

Query-w
Query-v/n
Check
Instruct
Explain
Introduction
Conclusion

Dialoe:ue 1
4
4

1

4
2
1
1
dialogu.e moves by OVIS

Dialoe:ue 2
4

Dialoe:ue 3
4

2
5
2
1
1
1

2
1
0
1
1
1

Dialooue 4
5
4

3
5
2
1
1

Total

17
12
10
11

6
4
4
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Note that all the moves that OVIS uses are all initiative moves. This might indicate that OVIS could be made a
more human like dialogue partner by uttering some response moves as well. We could think of
acknowledgements of the form "mmmhmmm" after a W-Reply by the user for example. (see Kowtko 1996 for
examples ofall kinds of these short utterances)
(4)

Wanneer wilt u reizen?
>morgen
Mmmhmmm. Hoe laat wilt u reizen?
(When do you want to travel?
>Tomorrow
Mmmhmmm. At what time do you want to travel?)

Of course these utterances should be uttered with the right intonation (see Kowtko 1996).
We have divided the four dialogues into games next. Sometimes the games consisted of just one move,
as in the case of the introduction, greeting and explanation moves. Other games consisted of more than one
move. Some included more than one speaker turn, this was often the case when the system had trouble
understanding the user and had to repeat asking for a repetition of an answer. These games are typically queryy/n or query-w games (remember a game gets its name from its first initiating move). They exist of a question
by the system, an answer by the user, which is not understood by the system, and an instruction to repeat the
answer, and the repetition of the answer (sometimes again the answer wasn't understood). There were also
occurrences of nested games, for example the game where the time of departure is settled was nested into the
game where the moment of departure is settled. As an example we will give the game structure of dialogue 1
below:
1 introduction
2 query-w (where to where)
3 query-w (when)

14 query-w (what time)

I

5 explanation (the connections)
6 query-yin (repeat the connections)
7 explanation (the connections)
8 query-yin (repeat the connections)
9 query-yin (next connection)
10 query-yin (other connection)
11 conclusion

the game structure of dialogue one

After we had decided what the games of every dialogue were, we considered the transactions. The Scottish
researchers do not give a clear definition of what this should be. They explain the notion using the Map Task
corpus. In the map task dialogues a transaction corresponds to a part of the route being described. We have
chosen to interpret the introduction and greeting parts as individual transactions. The part in which the user
makes clear what connection he is interested in is another transaction. Then the part in which the system makes
the information concerning the connections known to the user is considered one transaction. The boxes in the
next figure indicate the transactions:
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1

1 introduction

2

2 query-w (where to where)
3 query-w (when)
4 query-w (what time)

3

5 explanation (the connections)
6 query-yin (repeat the connections)
7 explanation (the connections)
8 query-yin (repeat the connections)

4

j 9 query-yin (next connection) j

5

10 query-yin (other connection)

6

11 conclusion

I

t e transactions o ia ogue one

The other three dialogues could be divided into the same transactions, only they miss transaction number 4. In
dialogue number four after 5 there is a loop back to number 2.
We now want to determine whether any of these three categories, moves, games, or transactions are
suitable for replacing the topic notion. Intuitively the transaction notion corresponds best with the topic notion.
This notion is also most suitable because it results in a general division for all four dialogues we have
considered. If we would take the notion of game, the possible divisions would be too diverse. It seems most
attractive to pick the transactions divisions to replace the topic notion. This means the general transaction
schema for OVIS which will be used by the deaccenting algorithm will look like this:
I. introduction
. - - - - 2. determination of wanted connection
3. conveying information on connection
yes

yes
4. determination whether next connection wanted
....__ ___. 5. determination whether other connection wanted
6. conclusion

Now we have seen what the OVIS transaction division should look like according to the dialogue coding
scheme. But how can we get access to this information for the deaccenting algorithm? Apparently there must be
some variable somewhere in the system that keeps track of the number of the transaction that we are in. We
want to propose to call this variable 'current_transaction'. The best place to update this variable would be in the
dialogue control routine of OVIS. The dialogue control routine is a routine that specifies what steps the system
should take in the dialogue, and in what order it should take them. The routine is left when the user has
specified he does not need any more information.
The code of the dialogue control is stated here, it was taken from G Veldhuyzen van Zanten (1996b pg.
13). We have added the comment between/* ... */. We have indicated where the variable should be incremented.
By adding 'current_transaction++', which means add one to the old value of 'current_transaction' and
replace the old value with this new value.
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CONTROL
dialogue {
current_transaction = 0
ACT ([:system.greeting])
current_transaction++
DO body
ACT ([:closing])

I* system greets the user and introduces itself *I
I* the routine below is called *I
I* the system ends the dialogue *I

}

body {
REPEAT
DIALOG (%from %to
I* the dialogue tries to fill in all the slots indicated
within the brackets and starting with % *I
%timeref %date %btime %etime
%select)
current_transaction++
QUERY query (%from %to
I* system consults the database *I
%timeref%date %btime %etime
%select)
(%nr_connections)
IF %nr_connections == 0 ->
ACT ([:inform.no_connections])
current_transaction++
I otherwise->
REPEAT
DO inform_connection
I* when there are connections inform user*/
current_transaction++
DIALOG (%browse)
I* ask user whether he wants to know an earlier
IF %browse == earlier ->
or later connection, if so inform user */
QUERY prev () ()
I %browse == later ->
QUERY next () ()
current_transaction++

FI
WIBLE %browse <> nobrowse LOOP
FI

DIALOG (%more %quit)
current_transaction++
UNTIL %quit LOOP

I* ask the user whether he wants another
connection, if so restart at the beginning ofbody */

}

For every object in the information store it should be known what was the last transaction in which it was
referred to. We also need their formation about what the current transaction is. So the value of the variable
'current_transaction' should bi: accessible from the language generator, and in the information structure we
will have to add a characteristic 'transaction' to indicate where an object was last talked about.
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Chapter 6
The Test

We will now test GoalGetter's accenting algorithm by applying it to two OVIS dialogues (dialogue 1 and
2 in appendix B). In chapter 4 and 5 we have indicated the characteristics that should be added to OVIS'
information store and frame structure to integrate the necessary context information. The additional accent
clause in the algorithm is left aside as this rule is an ad hoc rule that has been implemented for DYD, and there
was no theoretical basis for using this rule. The test is constructed as follows: First we applied the accentuation
rules to the dialogues. This resulted in an accentuation pattern for the two dialogues. Then a panel of three
persons read the dialogues and indicated where they intuitively felt that accents were supposed to be put by
OVIS. The differences between the accents that would be generated by the Goal Getter algorithm and the
accents that were needed according to the panel are evaluated. The goal of this test is to get an insight in the
usability of the GoalGetter accenting algorithm for OVIS.

6.1 Applying the Algorithm: The Construction of the Syntactic Trees
Before we could apply the algorithm to the dialogues we first had to construct the syntactic trees of the
utterances of the system. We have followed the rules in the book 'Grammatische analyse' by Jan Model (1991),
but this still left us with a lot of decisions. As these decisions might influence the results of applying the
algorithm we have taken good care to make them as plausible as possible. One of the decisions was whether we
should construct determiners as part of a determiner phrase or as zero projections. We chose to do the first
thing, because it was the most intuitive one, considering we can have phrases of the following kind:
"Nearly all men", where 'nearly all' can not be seen as an adjunct to men and thus has to be a determiner
phrase. For reasons of conformity we decided to make all determiners phrases.
The second important decision that we had to make was where to put adverbial expressions like
'tomorrow'. Do they appear as the son of the VP or of the V'? We decided that its place should be directly
under the V'. Why this should be so can only be seen when looking at sentences where the verb has a direct and
an indirect object as in example (1):
( 1)

Ik zei, dat ik hem morgen mijn fiets zou geven.
I said, that I him tomorrow my bike would give.
= I said that I would give him my bike tomorrow.

Following Model 1991 (pg. 19) the indirect and direct object of the verb should always hang directly under the
V' node. The adverbial phrase 'morgen' appears between the two objects and therefore also hangs directly
under the V' node.
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We will see later that this has an influence on the distribution of the accents that we do not want, we will come
back to that after the discussion of the results of the application of the algorithm. A selection of trees is
included as appendix C.

6.2 The Results
The results of the algorithm will be compared with the accents as they should be put according to the
panel. The accents assigned by the three members of the panel were compared When two out of three judges
agreed that a certain word should bear an accent it was considered to have an accent. In this way 101 accents
were distributed in the two dialogues. The algorithm only assigned 69 accents. From these 69 accents only 17
were assigned to words where the panel would not have put them. But let's first take a look at those words that
did get an accent according to the panel but not according to the algorithm. We separated these words into five
groups.
6.2.1 Accents missed by the algorithm
In this section we have grouped all the accents that the panel assigned to words that the algorithm did
not put an accent on. This resulted in 4 categories and some remaining cases.
6.2.1.1 Verification Accents
The first group consists of words that occur in the scope of 'dus'. The word 'dus' which means 'so'
indicates that something is being verified. We can thus conclude that things that are being verified are
highlighted by means of an accent. See the example in (3).
U wilt dus morgen vertrekken?
You want so tomorrow leave?
= So you want to leave tomorrow?

(3)

The two words 'morgen' and 'vertrekken' were assigned accents by the panel. This group consisted of20
words. We can conclude that the speech act of verification introduces focus in an utterance which results in
what we will call: verification accents. The fact that the GoalGetter algorithm did not produce these accents is
not surprising as the speech act of verification is not a speech act that occurs in a monologue, it is a speech act
which is typical for dialogues.
6.2.1.2 Contrastive Accents
The second group of words are words that should have got an accent because they are members of a
contrastive pair. The only contrastive pair that we found this way was 'aankomst'-'vertrek' ('arrival', departure'). The pair occurred three times so in total 6 contrastive words were counted that did not have an
accent assigned to it by the algorithm but should bear an accent according to the panel. GoalGetter's algorithm
did not account for these accents because the algorithm requires that contrast is marked in the templates. As we
did not provide the syntactic trees with any contrast makers, no contrast accents were produced. We have
chosen not to provide any contrast marking, as we think this is an ad hoc solution in GoalGetter that should be
replaced with a theoretical founded solution. We will propose a possible alternative in chapter 8.
6.2.1.3 Fake Arguments
The third group are verbs that occurred in sentence final position. All these verbs occurred in the
syntactic environment sketched in (4 ).
I'

(4)

/

...........

VP

I

I

V'
/

...........

{PPladvPladvlV}

V +-

Examples are the VPs in (5) and (6)
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(5)

VP

---

NP

~
de verbinding

I

V'

I --- v
advP
herhaal
.L::::::,...
nog eens

wilt u dat ik de verbinding nog eens herhaal?
(want you that I the connection again once repeat
= do you want me to repeat the connection once again?)
(6)

VP

I

--- ------ --V'

v

NP

~

v

v

moet

herhalen

de verbinding

Kunt u nog eens zeggen ofik de verbinding moet herhalen?
(can you again once tell whether I the connection should repeat
=Can you tell me once again whether I should repeat the connection?)
The verbs in this group were preceded by a prepositional phrase which indicated the destination or origin town
or the time of departure, an adverb or adverbial phrase, or an auxiliary. As we have shown above it was
necessary to attach these phrases at the V' level, although they are not arguments of the verb. There is a rule in
the algorithm that says that if the right son is a zero projection then the left son gets the accent form the
fathernode (see ttom in chapter 3). The accent will land on the PP, advP, adv, or auxiliary, where it should have
landed on the verb, according to the panel3. The problem is that Dirksen' s theory requires that it is clear at any
moment in the tree what is the argument and what is the predicate (Dirksen 1992). This is not at all clear in the
trees that are generated by GoalGetter, and therefore some default direction for the downward movement of the
accents is taken. The default is to the right when the right son is not a zero projection and else the direction is
to the left. We want to propose to check in the VP whether the left son is a NP or PP as these are most likely to
be arguments. Otherwise we will direct the accent to the verb.
6.2.1.4 Central Stations
The fourth group where the accents were assigned wrongly by the algorithm, is in expressions of the
following form: Utrecht Centraal Station (Utrecht Central Station). Two out of three of the judges agreed that
the accents should fall on Utrecht and Station (The third judge judged that an accent should fall on all three
words). The algorithm assigns an accent to Utrecht and to Centraal. Look at the syntactic tree corresponding to
this phrase in (5).
(5)
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It should however be born in mind that the sentences that the panel have accented are almost all questions. It is therefore possible that the final
rise accent of a question is confused with an accent on the sentence final verb. The algorithm could be correctly assuming that the accent moves to
the preverbal phrase. But as we have no prove that this is the case, we will assume that this is not what is happening and that the panel was right.
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We see that Utrecht and Central get accented because they are t1 e only sons of a maximal projection, and each
maximal projection launches an accent. 'Station' does not get an accent for the same reason that the verb in
final position did not get an accent, the accent will go to the left son on the N' level. This case can be solved in
a much less drastic way then the 'fake arguments' case. We want to propose a rhythm rule that makes the
accent on 'Central' shift to 'station'. The reason for this shift is that there is no rhythmic alternation. The
rhythm rule will be dealt with in chapter 9.
6.2.1.5 Remaining Cases
The fifth group consists of 5 individual cases. The first word is 'Den Haag' it is not accented by the
algorithm. To understand this we have to see in what context it is used, see (7).
(7)

When do you want to go from Voorschoten to Utrecht Central station?
> I want to go to The Hague Central station.
When do you want to go from Voorschoten to the Hague Central station?

We see that the question is repeated after a correction and that 'Utrecht' has been replaced by 'the Hague' in
the second occurrence of the question. 'The Hague' is deaccented by the algorithm because it is object given.
Still the panel feels that an accent should be placed on 'the Hague', this accent can be interpreted as
functioning as an indication that some old information has been deleted and replaced with 'the Hague'. We will
call this the speech act of acknowledging a correction.
Another word that is not accented is the word 'morgen' 4 in the following sentence:
(8)

U wilt dus morgen om 14 uur vertrekken?
you want so tomorrow at 2 p.m. leave? ( = So you want to leave tomorrow at 2 p.m. ?)

This error is due to the way we constructed the VP in this sentence, see (9).
VP
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As can be seen from this tree we constructed 'om 14 uur' as an adjunct of'morgen' therefore it got the accent
that should have gone to 'morgen'. We want to propose to revise this tree and put the PP directly under the VP
node:
VP
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'morgen' was not considered to be in verification focus as it had been verified a couple of times already (see dialogue 2 in appendix B)
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The last three words all come from the following utterance:
(11)

... rijden op de door u gewenste tijd geen treinen. de eerste verbinding erna luidt als volgt:
... go on the by you preferred time no trains. the first connection after that is the following:

The word 'u' was not assigned an accent by the algorithm because the user is 'given information' throughout
the dialogue. 'tijd' was not assigned an accent because its modifier 'gewenste' got an accent, and so this accent
could not reach 'tijd'. 'Ema' was not accented by the algorithm because it is a contraction between 'er' which
is typically an unaccentable word and 'na' (after) which is a preposition and normally does not get an accent
either. Prepositions can get an accent however when they are used contrastive to some other preposition:
(12)

I wanted to go BEFORE Christmas but my friend insisted we went AFTER Christmas.

So the accent on 'ema' is a contrastive accent because there is contrast is with 'op', which however does not get
assigned an accent by the panel. So only the second member of the contrastive pair is accented in this case.
Next, how can we explain the accent on 'u'. There is no possible second member of a contrastive pair
that could explain the accent, like in the case for 'ema', what seems to be the matter is that 'u' is not object
given in topic number 3 (where the information is provided by the system). It would mean that objects should
be defined as topic topic given instead of always given. This would solve the accent on 'u' this would result in
the following accents :
( 13)

op de door u gewenste tijd

We could explain the movement of the accent on 'gewenste' to 'tijd' by an accent clash, the two accents on 'u'
and 'gewenste' are too close and therefore the accent on 'gewenste' seems to move to 'tijd'. It is the same that
seems to be going on for the Central Station class discussed above. We will have to see whether the rhythm rule
can help us out with these cases.
6.2.2 Overgeneration of Accents
We have considered the cases where the panel would expect to hear sentence accents, but the GoalGetter
algorithm did not predict them. Now we will have a look at the accents that the GoalGetter algorithm did place
but that the panel did not expect. Most of those accents are the results from the incorrect deaccenting which we
have shown above. As a result of the incorrect deaccenting the accent moved to a place where it did not belong.
One example of such a case is 'of in sentence (14). The words in bold indicate the words that were incorrectly
assigned an accent by the algorithm.
(14)

wilt u nog eens zeggen ofu tussen 18 en 24 uur wilt vertrekken?
want you again say whether you between 18 and 24 hour want leave
= Please repeat whether you want to leave between 6 and 12 p.m.

These cases will solve themselves when we find a solution for the missed accents that we pointed out above. In
the case of example (14) the solution would probably be that the phrase: ''tussen 18 en 24 uur" is going to be
put in verification focus. Then the accent L'lat has now landed on 'of will land somewhere in the scope field.
And there is no reason to accent 'of (see: 5).
(15)
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Via the IP node the accent will land in the PP.
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6.3 Conclusion
We have seen t..liat there is a lack of accents because contrast was not taken into account, and because no
attention was paid to verification and correction effects. It seems that there are a lot of different reasons why an
accent may appear in a dialogue situation. We looked into the literature to see what researchers have been
saying about these cases of accenting. This will be reported and brought in connection to OVIS in the following
2 chapters.
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Chapter 7
Dialogue Game Theory and OVIS

This section is about dialogue game theory. We will discuss this theory that was introduced by Carlson
(Carlson 1984) and elaborated by Hoepelman et al. (1991). In the second part we will show that the generation
of verification and correction acknowledgement focus that is necessary to generate the corresponding accents,
can be described in the framework of this theory.

7.1 Dialogue Game Theory
7.1.1 The introduction ofDialogue Game Theory
Dialogue game theory is devised to explain how a dialogue evolves. At each point in a dialogue there
are rules which tell us what moves are possible next. These rules make a decision based on the dialogue so far.
We must thus keep track of what has been said. But this is not the only thing on which the decision is based. It
is also important to know what kind of dialogue you are involved in. Two kinds must be distinguished; the
competitive dialogue and the co-operative dialogue. A competitive dialogue is for example a dialogue in which
both participants are trying to convince the other that he is wrong about something. In a co-operative dialogue
the participants are aiming for agreement not for the other's submission to their ideas (Carlson 1984). OVIS is
a system that engages in a co-operative dialogue, the dialogue is aimed at an agreement on what the user wants
to know about the time table of the NS. Therefore we will only concern ourselves with co-operative dialogues in
the following.
To be able to decide which rule to use we have to have access to information concerning what has been
said so far by whom. Also do we need access to information about what the participants believe. We distinguish
between what the speaker believes that the other participant believes and what he believes himself. Carlson
refers to the beliefs of the participants as assumptions. We will now give Carlson's rules that state which moves
can follow each other.
As initial moves we have:
- say: a participant asserts an assumption.
- ask: a participant asks a question.
The possible countermoves are:
- reply: when an assertion has been made, the other participant can choose to accept it, deny it, or
acknowledge it
- add: when an assertion has been made, the other participant can add a new assertion, this implies he
agrees with the other participant's assertion.
- answer: when the participant has been asked a question he has the choice between, answering it, denying
the presupposition of the question or make an excuse for failing to answer (in case he does not
know the answer for example).
There are no constraints on asking questions or asserting beliefs. There are however constraints on the
moves that follow these, the countermoves. One can accept an assertion, when one does not hold any
conflicting assumptions. If one does hold conflicting beliefs one can either change these beliefs or deny the
assertion. According to Carlson the first thing is what is chosen in a co-operative dialogue. This clearly seems
to be true for OVIS. Just imagine OVIS disagreeing with the user on where the user wants to go! The reaction
to a question can be an answer. A. question can only be answered if the presupposition of the answer is in the
beliefs of the answerer (he puts it there or it was already there).
Besides these dialogue moves Carlson also provides a rule for the interpretation of focus. It is called the
emphasis rule.
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- emphasis: If participant 1 utters X-A-Y, where A receives :!lllphasis, then participant 2 may interpret
this move as a countermove to X-B-Y, given that X-B-Y is in participant 2's beliefs or in the
explicit dialogue store.
In this rule X-A-Y and X-B-Y represent a surface structure of a sentence. Hoepelman et al have been inspired
by the emphasis rule, in the construction of their emphasis generating rules.
7.1.2 An Elaboration on Dialogue Game Theory
Before we discuss the kind of rules that Hoepelman et al. ( 1991) have introduced, we will take a look at
the way they represent the dialogue context.

In this representation there are three main parts corresponding to the three tuples. The first part is a model of
the beliefs of participant A. It consists of the beliefs (INF stands for information) that A holds, INFA. Plus the
beliefs that A thinks that B holds, INFA(B)· And the beliefs A has about the shared beliefs of himself and the
other participant, SIA (SI stands for shared information). The second part is the store where the explicit
dialogue moves are stored. In one part the moves of A are stored in the other part the moves ofB. The third
part is the model of the beliefs of participant B.
An example of a rule for focus generation by Hoepelman et al is:

(2)

The corrective focusing by constituent negation rule:
IfX-Y-D e EDAandX-Y-C e INFs orX-Y-C e SI8 thenBhastherighttoutter:X-Y-not-!D

The symbol '!' indicates that the constituent following it must be emphasised. Hoepelman et al show with this
example and with a couple of more rules how we can relate the use of emphasis (or focus) to the speech act and
the dialogue context. The rules that they introduce are however not interesting from the viewpoint of OVIS as
these are all related to speech acts that do not occur in OVIS, like correcting the user (see above). But we will
use the formalisation of the dialogue context that they have introduced to state the rules that could be useful to
OVIS.

7.2 Dialogue Game Rules in OVIS
In OVIS we do not have access to the beliefs of the user, we only have what Hoepelman et al have called
INFA(Bl that is what we believe to be the users beliefs. We will forget about the third tuple in the dialogue
model and use the beliefs of one participant: OVIS, and the explicit dialogue moves store. How can the context
model of OVIS be related to this dialogue model? First of all the beliefs that OVIS has about what the user
wants, INFovis(UsER) are stored in its information store. The beliefs that OVIS thinks he and the user have in
common, will be stored in SloVIS this corresponds to the information in the information store that has been
verified by the system and not been corrected by the user. The beliefs ofthe system itself, INFoVIS are not stored
explicitly in OVIS. These beliefs are implicit in the pragmatic interpreter. Remember it is this part of OVIS
that can make deductions like the following: The user said he wanted to go to Amsterdam, ifhe did not mean
Amsterdam Central Station he would have said so, so he meant Central Station. Everything that is deduced in
this manner belongs to the br liefs of the system. There is no access to the actual dialogue moves of the user in
OVIS. But as we will see we can state the rules without reference to the actual dialogue moves.
We will now state the rules according to which OVIS should be able to determine the scope of the
verification and correction acknowledgement focus. The rules are stated using the formalism from Hoepelman
et al. Instead ofrepresentations of syntactic surface structures representations of features are used (F).

verification of assertion rule:
If
F E INFOVIS(USER)
and F ~ SloVIS
Then OVIS gets the right to utter [% F]
verification of deduction rule:
If
F E INFoVIS
and F ~ SloVIS
Then OVIS gets the right to utter [% F]
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acknowledgement of correction rule:
If

F 1 E INFOVJS(USER)
and Fl has just replaced F2
Then OVIS gets the right to utter[# Fl]
Ifwe talk about having the right to utter something, we are talking about the level of the dialogue manager as it
is at this level that the decisions about what is going to be uttered by OVIS are made. It seems that the dialogue
manager has to define the scope of the verification and correction acknowledgement focus before it sends its
messages to the language generator.
After it has been decided on which slots a speech act is going to be done, the dialogue manager has to
construct a message that can be given to the language generator. We have seen in chapter 4 what these
messages look like. Now we want to take a look at some more messages to illustrate how verifications and
correction acknowledgements can be passed on to the language generator.
We have introduced'%' and'#' to indicate the speech acts of verifying and correction
acknowledgement respectively. Let's look at an example:
(3)

user. wants. travel.origin.moment. ([%after. time.hour. 6];
[% before.time.hour.12])

This will produce an OVIS utterance like: 'So, you want to leave tomorrow between 6 and 12 a.m.?' This
verification by the dialogue manager is probably triggered by an utterance from the user, like: 'I want to travel
tomorrow morning'. The pragmatic interpreter has deduced that morning means between 6 and 12 a.m.
Whether this was actually meant, is what is verified.
Let's take a look at an example of an implicit verification:
(4)

user.wants.travel( origin.station.id.[% utrecht.cs];
destination.id.[% almelo];
[?moment._])

This message is a composition of the following two messages:
(5)
(6)

user.wants.travel.( origin.station.id.[% utrecht_cs] ;
destination.id. [ % almelo] )
user.wants.travel( [?moment._])

The corresponding utterance is: ' When do you want to travel from Utrecht Central Station to Almelo?' The
features 'utrecht_cs' and 'almelo' are put in the message to be verified.
To illustrate what messages with the speech act of correction acknowledgement look like, we will take
a look at the message from which the OVIS utterance in (7c) would be generated:
(7)

(a) System: WHEN do you want to travel from UTRECHT to ALMELO?
(b) User: Not to Almelo but to Amsterdam!
(c) System: When do you want to travel from Utrecht to AMSTERDAM?

The capitalised words in the system utterances indicate an accent on the words. We suppose that in the second
utterance of the system the Wh-word is deaccented because it is repeated. There is no reason to accent Utrecht
in (7c) because it has already been verified, there is no need to verify it again. It is also not necessary to verify
Amsterdam because the speech recognizer was for 90 % sure this was being said. (Remember that verification
depended on the confidence measure attached to a certain word.) But still an utterance like (8) would not be
preferred over (7c).
(8)

When do you want to travel from Utrecht to Amsterdam?

This is because we want to let the user know that Almelo has been replaced by Amsterdam. The message
corresponding to (7c) looks like this:
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(9)

user.want.travel.( origin.place.utrecht;
destination.place.[# amsterdam] ;
[? moment._ ] )

Now we have seen how verification and correction acknowledgement foci can be generated. In the next
chapter we will discuss the generation of contrast foci.
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Chapter 8
Contrastive Focus

In this chapter we will review theories that address the notion of either contrastive focus or contrastive
accents. In the first part of this chapter we will discuss the theories of Rooth, van Deemter and Pulman and we
will look at an example of a contrastive accents generating mechanism by Prevost. In the second part of the
chapter we will propose an algorithm to generate contrastive focus in OVIS utterances. To do so we first have
to define the notion 'alternative sets' for OVIS.

8.1 The Theories
8.1.1 Focus Interpretation with Alternative Semantics

Rooth has made a proposal to do the interpretation of focus in terms of alternative semantics (Rooth
1992). Alternative semantics is a theory that distinguishes between the ordinary meaning of a sentence and its

focal meaning. The focal meaning is the meaning of the sentence when the placement of foci is considered. The
ordinary semantic value of sentence a. is represented as: l a.11° and its focus semantic value is represented as: lla.llr
Rooth distinguishes four different cases in which an element of a sentence will be put in focus. To start
with there is the focus in an answer. The focus will be determined by the preceding question. The part of the
answer that fills in the missing information requested via the question is in focus. In the following examples
the bold letters indicate the elements in focus.
(1)

(2)

Where did John go to?
John went to Amsterdam.
Who went to Amsterdam?
John went to Amsterdam.

The second case is the focus on two contrastive words, or groups of words. The following is an example of two
contrastive words occurring in one sentence (from Rooth 1992 pg. 80).
(3)

An American farmer was talking to a Canadian farmer.

The third case of focus is used to indicate that the sentence has an implication besides its ordinarymeaning5•
(4)

How did your exam go?
Well, I passed.(Rooth 1992 pg. 82)

The focus on 'passed' indicates that although the person passed the exam he did not ace it. This is called the
implication of the focus on 'passed'. Implications are fixed on an implicature scale. An implicature scale is ru1
ordering of propositions. Each proposition entails the following proposition, so the most left proposition enta ls
all the propositions to the right of it (since entailment is transitive). When a proposition is asserted that is
somewhere in the middle of the scale it negates all relations to the left ofit. The implicature scale-that goes
with example (4) is <ace(m), pass(m)>. (mis the person that was referred to with 'I' in example (4))
Lastly Rooth mentions the focus introducing adverbs like only and even.

(5)

(6)
5

Mary only introduced Bill to Sue.
vs.
Mary only introduced Bill to Sue.

The implication is not only effected by the focus. The foc..is should be materialised with the right kind of accent, Rooth refers to Pierrehumbert
and Hirschberg 1990 for further reading on the matter of accent choice.
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Rooth introduces a mechanism with which all four kinds of focus can be given a semantic interpretation.
He uses the terms focus semantic value and ordinary semantic value. The focus semantic value of a sentence is
the set of interpretations that differ from the ordinary semantic value in that the meaning of the object in focus
is not a constant but a variable which is restricted to a certain domain. In (7) the focus semantic value of the
sentence 'John walks' is given, (8) shows the ordinary semantic value.
(7)
(8)

II [John]F walks !Ir= {walk(x) Ix e D.}
II John walks 11° = walk(j)

The focus interpretation mechanism Rooth proposes starts by introducing a variable in the syntactic tree. This
variable will be put at the same level as the subtree that is the tree for the part of the sentence that is taken to be
in focus. Then a suitable antecedent must be found for this variable. This means that an object or set of objects
must be found that is accessible from that point in the discourse. The focus semantic value of the subtree that is
at the same level as the variable must be a superset of the set of objects (possibly with cardinality 1) that is
denoted by the ordinary semantic value of the antecedent. In example (7) the set {walk(p)} would be a suitable
antecedent, if it were accessible from the discourse. It would be accessible if a sentence with this meaning had
occurred in the discourse. The scales of implicature are also accessible from the discourse. The set that the
variable eventually bounds with is called the 'alternative set', it contains the alternative interpretations for the
sentence part in focus.
To see how this focus interpretation mechanism works we consider example (3) again. At the level of
the AP 'Canadian' a variable is introduced. It searches for an antecedent the ordinary semantic value of which
is a subset of the focus semantic value of Canadian. The focus semantic value of Canadian is the set of all
properties that describe a nationality. Obviously American is a member and thus a subset of this set. This
makes 'American' a suitable antecedent and the focus is thus interpreted as contrastive with American. We see
that in the case of contrastive focus interpretation Rooth's mechanism provides a contrastive element with a
partner, in this case a word that occurred earlier in the sentence. The variable is bound with the meaning of this
word, and this is then called the alternative set. In section 7.2 we will propose a generation mechanism that is
inspired by the interpretation mechanism as laid down here.
8.1.2 Contrastive Accent in Terms of Contrariety
Van Deemter discusses two cases in which contrastive accentuation occurs (van Deemter 1994b). The
first case is in two syntactically parallel constructions. The notion of parallelism is not specified, but as an
example van Deemter names identical syntactical categories. The second case in which contrastive accents
occur are when the two propositions expressed by two sentences are contraries. Contrariety is defined as follows
(page 43 van Deemter 1994b):
Two propositions are contraries if it is impossible for them to be true at the same time.

Whether two sentences contain a contrastive pair can be determined by substituting one member for the
member in the other sentence, if this gives us a contrariety than we may conclude that the two elements are
contrastive. Example (9) might help clarify this. Sentences (a) and (b) contain a contrastive pair. Sentence (c) is
the sentence we get by substituting the contrastive element of (b) by that of (a).
(9)

(a) Bach was an orgaa mechanic;
(b) Mozart knew littl e about organs.

(c) Mozart was an organ mechanic
Sentences {b) and (c) are contraries and therefore we may conclude according to van Deemter that Bach and
Mozart are contrastive in sentences (a) and (b).
The disadvantage of this method of assigning contrast is that we need to state meaning postulates that
state that for example knowing little about organs is incompatible with being an organ mechanic. We will
therefore leave this method for what it is.

8.1.3 Focus and Higher Order Unification
Pulman (1997), Gardent & Kohlhase (1996) and Gardent et al. (1996) propose to make use of an
existing mechanism called 'higher order unification' to account for focus. Higher order unification is a way of
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unifying two formulas, where these formulas can each contain any number of variables that will be bound by
the unification. The unification is defined in such a way that both formulas will end up being of the same type
after the variables in the respective formulas have been bound. An example that Pulman gives is stated in (10),
P is a variable that will be bound after the higher order unification (indicated by the '=').
{10)

PGohn) = likeGohn,mary)
P = A.x.like(x,mary)

Higher order unification is used to restrict the context for a focus interpretation of utterance S with focus F.
There must be an utterance in the context that fulfils the condition that it can be divided into a background P
which is parallel to the background B of the focus element in Sand constituent A which is parallel to the
focused constituent. This what is stated in (11) (from Pulman pg. 94).
(11)

assert{F,S) <=> S
if
B(F) = S

& context(C)
&P(A)= C
& parallel(B • F, P • A)
Parallel(X • Y) means that X and Y are the same sort of things...

What it means to be the same sort of things does not become really clear form the articles by Pulman, Gardent
& Kohlhase or Gardent et al. The following might give a hint (Pulman pg. 90):
To be parallel, two term need to be at least of the same type and have the same sorta/ properties. But in
general, deciding what counts as being parallel may involve a variety of morphological, syntactic, semantic
and discourse factors ...
Pulman describes an interpretation of focus theory. He claims that it is reversible to a focus generation
mechanism. It would be necessary to translate every utterance in the discourse into a higher order logic
expression. Then a complex unification algorithm could decide which parts of this logical structure should be
put in focus. We claim that this method would be too complex for OVIS' purposes. We will propose a method
based on Rooths theory that is much simpler.
8.1.4 An Example of an Implementation
Prevost reports an algorithm to assign accents, that he has used in a speech generating system (Prevost
1995). He distinguishes between accents that are produced by means of a 'not previously mentioned strategy'
and accents that result from applying an algorithm for determining contrastive focus. We will refer to accents
of the first kind as newness accents and to accents of the second kind as contrastive accents.
The 'not previously mentioned strategy' Prevost proposes works as follows: First assign an accent to all
the open class items (content words). Then deaccent all the words that were already mentioned in the discourse
segment . This strategy is similar to the strategy used in the GoalGetter accentuation algorithm.
Contrastive accents are assigned by means of a more complex algorithm. This algorithm makes use of
alternative sets, which are defined in a knowledge base. This knowledge base is constructed by the system
designer and this approach is thus only possible when working within a restricted domain. Every object that is
available in the knowledge base has a cc rresponding alternative set which is a set of objects from which it
should be distinguished. The contrast accents assigning algorithm is applied every time a discourse object is
mentioned (not only when it is introduced). It starts by constructing an initial restricted alternatives set for the
object. This set consists of the intersection of the set of already mentioned discourse objects and the alternative
set (from the knowledge base) of the object. All assertions about the object are being evaluated. Ifa proposition
is such that it doesn't apply to all members of the restricted contrastive set it gets a marker for contrastive
focus, and the restricted alternatives set is adjusted in such a way that the objects that the proposition didn't
apply to are removed from it.
Let's look at one of the examples that Prevost provides. The context of the example is the question:
Does the British amplifier or the British tuner produce clear treble?
The two objects that are introduced in the context are the British amplifier cl and the British tuner c3. The
answer will be: 'The British amplifier produces clean treble'. At first we construct a set that is an intersection
of the previously mentioned objects c1 and c3, and the alternative set as defined in the knowledge base. This set
is: {cl,c2,c3,c4}. This results in the set containing only cl and c3. Then we walk through the answer. Every
property describing word is checked for contrast. First we check 'British'. As both objects cl and c3 are British,
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British is not a contrastive property. Then we check 'amplifier'. This property restricts the set we had to cl.
This means being an amplifier is a contrastive property in this sentence. The final answer will be pronounced
with an accent on amplifier:
The British amplifier produces clear treble.
In the following we will put forward a mechanism that is inspired by the same notion of alternative sets
that is used by Prevost. Our proposal will make use of the particular data structure in OVIS, which makes it
unnecessary to construct alternative sets like the ones Prevost uses.

8.2 Contrastive focus in OVIS
8.2.1 Alternative sets
We have seen that Rooth an Prevost use 'alternative sets' as the basis for contrastive focus interpretation
and generation respectively. In this section we will try to make the notion 'alternative sets' more concrete. We
will use alternative sets to generate semantically contrastive focus.
We use the term semantically contrastive accent to oppose it to syntactically and pronunciational
contrastive accents. By syntactically contrastive accent we mean the acoustical correlate of contrastive focus
that appears in two syntactically parallel structures. As in example (12) (from Prevost 1995)
(12)

While he intently watched the CLOCK, she watched the GAME.

The words clock and game are not contrastive for semantic reasons, yet they will get contrastive accents
because they occur in two parallel syntactic constructions. See also van Deemter (1995) for some comments on
the effects of parallelism on accent generation.
We hypothesise that people also use contrastive accents on pairs of words that are close in
pronunciation. Like the following pairs: Baarn and Maarn, chance and change. Whether it is true that people
use accents in these cases remains to be checked experimentally.
Semantically contrastive accents are accents used to indicate that concepts are semantically related but
yet distinct in some way. In the terminology of Rooth and Prevost: The objects that the words refer to are
elements of each others alternative sets.
What seems to be the resemblance between the three kinds of contrastive accentuation is the general
function of the accents. All three of them seem to be used because the speaker thinks that the words or concepts
are somehow easily mixed up with each other. Our hypothesis is that there is a resemblance between the two
words, which can slow down the processing of the words or even make it go wrong. In the case of
pronunciational use of contrastive accents, the listener is alerted because two words that almost sound the same
occur close to each other and the speaker does not want the listener to confuse the two when processing them.
In the case of a parallel construction the language interpreter is warned not to be misled by the parallelism: a
different message is conveyed. In the last case the function of the contrast accents is to warn the listener that
two semantic objects that are in some way related occur. Why we need to be alerted if two semantically related
words occur close to each other is probably because these words tend to mix up more easily when being
processed by the brain. As cognitive psychologists have shown it is plausible that semantically related words
are stored close to each other in the human brain. Evidence comes from databases of recorded slips of the
tongue and from tests with aphasia patients who in some cases loose only some semantically related part of
their vocabulary. For instance they forget all the words for names of different kinds of fruits. Ar.other kind of
evidence are slips of the tongue; words are being replaced by pronunciational similar words. (We refer to the
course of Cognitive Psychology at CCS)
To explain what it means to be close in meaning and yet distinct let's look at the following example:
(13)

I see there are intercities and slow trains going to Utrecht, so it doesn't matter which one we take.
> Yes it does, the INTERCITY arrives earlier than the SLOW train.

The second occurrences of intercity and slow train are accented. And because the concepts have been
introduced in the preceding sentence the accents cannot be accounted for by newness of the objects in the
discourse. It can be accounted for when we realise that a slow train and an intercity are two concepts that
resemble each other very much, they are both trains, and yet there is a difference, the first one stops at more
stations than the second one. We will sketch a hierarchy from which their resemblance and yet distinctness
becomes visible:
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We see that we can order words from a certain domain in such a fashion that the concept on top refers to the
group of all objects in the domain. The concepts on lower levels refer to subsets of this group. The lower we get
the more specific the information about the groups get and the groups will get smaller. The group of objects is
called the denotation of the referring concept. The denotation of intercities for example is the set of all intercity
trains that are owned by the NS. The denotations of the words in the hierarchical ordering can be characterised
by the following rule where A, B and C are the sets denoted by the concepts x, y and z respectively:
Ifx and y are dominated by z then:
1. A c C and B c C
2. and AnB=0
If a set x dominates a set y, it means that set x is represented directly above set y in the ordering of sets
of objects. The first characteristic shows the similarity between two sisters in the hierarchical tree, their
denotations are both subsets of the same superset. The second characteristic shows the difference between the
two subsets. An object is in another object's alternative set when the concepts used to refer to both objects are
sisters in a hierarchy similar to the one just given.
8.2.2 Contrastive Focus in OVIS
We want to propose a mechanism for the generation of contrastive focus in OVIS utterances. Above we
saw one example of such a mechanism (Prevost) and we saw some theories on which we could base a
mechanism for OVIS. We propose to apply contrastive focus generation in OVIS to one utterance at a time,
without reference to any earlier utterances by the user or by OVIS itself. Although one utterance can exist of
several sentences, these sentences are all derived from one (complex) message that is received from the
dialogue manager. We can decide whether two sentence parts are going to be contrastive at the message level.
At this level it is indicated by means of a contrastive focus scope which elements are contrastive. Then the
linguistic message is constructed; the language generator takes care to put the elements corresponding to the
contrastive focus scope in contrast.
As we have shown we can decide whether two concepts are contrastive by reference to a hierarchical
concept structure. In OVIS all concepts are based on the features in the feature structure. Contrastive focus
generation can be based on the features. This means we have to define a hierarchical feature structure for
OVIS. The frame structure is an hierarchical structure; only this structure does not reflect the hierarchy from
less specific defined groups to more specific defined groups of objects. For example the features 'hour' and
'minute' are sisters in this hierarchy, while we would want the minutes to be dominated by the hours, because
the minutes define the moment in time more specific than the hours. We will define a contrast hierarchy that is
based on the frame structure, but which does obey this 'more to less specific' law.
First of all we distinguish two general groups of objects. Connections that the user wants, and
connections that the system has in its database. This means we cannot define one contrast hierarchy, but we
have to define at least two, and as we see below even more. There is a seeming contrast between what the user
wants and what the system knows to be possible, only the two groups overlap and therefore we think there is no
real contrast. It could turn out however that also groups that show some overlap can be contrastive.
The connections that the user wants are either specified using the time of departure (time at origin) or
the time of arrival (time at destination) These two features exclude each other and are thus sisters in the
hierarchy. A connection is further specified by place of destination and place of arrival. These can never be the
same, so there is a contrast between the two. This means we have started to create the following four different
hierarchical structures:
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We can represent all these structures in two schemes using the following conventions. We use lines to indicate
the features. We use dots to indicate the connections between two features. Two features that come from the
same dot, are from the same hierarchical structure if they also end in the same dot. When two features both
begin and end in the same dots than the two features are contrastive iffthey are not identical (nothing is
contrastive with itself). We extend this to feature sequences. If two sequences of connected features begin in the
same dot and end in the same dot, and they do not contain any identical features, then the two sequences are
contrastive.
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By this definition the following pairs would give rise to contrastive accentuation:
amsterdam cs - rotterdam alexanderpolder
amsterdam - rotterdam
cs - alexanderpolder
destination - origin
Monday next week- Tuesday week 1
As we see we can get more then one contrastive focus scope. The pair: Amsterdam CS - Rotterdam
Alexanderpolder, can be said to express contrast between the two stations they stand for, or between the two
cities Amsterdam and Rotterdam and we can even say that there is contrast between the suffices of the two
station names: CS and Alexanderpolder. We have decided that we will always search for the broadest scope
possible, and launch the contrastive accents at this level.
8.2.3 The Contrastive Focus Generating Algorithm
We will give the part of the algorithm that decides which parts of the complex message are in
contrastive focus. Before we can start the algorithm a complex message of the form in (17) should be
transformed in the messages in (18).
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(17:

(18)

user.wants.travel(origin.[% breda];
destination.[% utrecht];
moment.[?_])
user.wants.travel.origin.[% breda]
user. wants. travel.destination.[% utrecht]
user.wants.travel.moment.[?_]

We will put the complex message in an array called complex_message which consists of arrays with the
individual messages. This is what the array filled with the messages from example (18) looks like:
(19)

complex_message{ {user, wants, travel, origin,[% breda] }
{user, wants, travel, destination,[% utrecht] }
{user, wants, travel, moment,[?_] } }

Because in arrays we start counting from 0 and not from 1 the feature origin would be indicated as:
complex_message{O} {3} (we use curled brackets to refer to elements of the array, as the squared brackets are
used to indicate focus). We will first give the algorithm and then we will explain what it does. The following
variables are used: 'z' and 'w', these are used as integers that indicate a submessage from the set
complex_message. The variables 'x' and 't' are used to indicate the first feature in this message that we check.
And 'y' and 's' indicate the last feature in the feature sequence. 'nm' is the total number ofsubmessages.
This is the algorithm:
contrast(comp1ex_message) ·z = 0
WHILE z < nm I* z is the number of the first message to be compared

w = z + 1
WHILE w s; nm
found

I* w is the number of the second message
no

I* x is the number of the first feature in the first message that is compared.
x $ length(complex_message{z)) AND NOT found
y = length (complex_message { z))
WHILE y ~ x AND NOT found

s

=

/* y is the number of the last feature in the first message

0 I* s is the number of the first feature of the second message

WHILE s $ length(complex_message{w)) AND NOT

found

t = length (complex_message {w)) I* t: last feature in the second message
WHILE t
~ s AND NOT found
IF mother(complex message{w){s)) EQUALS
mother(complex=message{z){x))
AND
daughter(complex message{w){t)) EQUALS
daughter(complex-message{z){y))
THEN identical = noFOR a = x UNTIL a EQUALS y
FOR b = s UNTIL b EQUALS t
IF complex message{w){b} EQUALS
complex-message{z){a}
THEN identical = yes
IF identical EQUALS no
THEN contrastive focus(z,x,y)
contrastive=focus(w,s,t)
found = yes
IF found EQUALS no
THEN t = t - 1

y

1

w + 1

z

=

z +

1

s

=

y -

1

s + 1
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The routines 'mother(feature)' and 'daughter(feature)' will check in the hierarchical contrast structure
whether the features occur in the structure, if they do then the number of the node (object) that is directly
above the feature that is to be checked or directly beneath it in the case of the daughter check is returned.
The routine 'contrastive_focus(z,x,y)' will add a focus scope for contrast to the complex message. For
example it would change message (18) into:
(20)

user.wants.travel.[* origin.[% breda]]
user.wants.travel.[* destination.[% utrecht]]
user.wants.travel.moment.[?_]

The asterisk is used to indicate that the features in the focus scope are in a contrast relation.
What the above algorithm does is the following: It walks through the messages contained in the complex
message. It starts by comparing the whole first submessage with all of the second submessage. In the case of
example (20) it means ''user.wants.travel.origin.breda" is compared with
''user.wants.travel.destination.utrecht". It is checked whether the first features in the two sequences stem from
the same dot in the hierarchical contrast structure. As in this case these features are identical, it is obvious that
they stem from the same dot. Also the two last features end in the same dot. This does not say that the two
sequences are contrastive however. The next requirement is that the two sequences do not contain any identical
features. In this case they contain three identical features, namely: user, wants and travel. The next two
sequences we try are ''user.wants.travel.origin.breda" and ''user.wants.travel.destination". These two are
compared in the same way we described above. The first message will be compared with ''user.wants.travel",
''user.wants" and ''user" next. Then it will be compared with ''wants.travel.destination.utrecht",
''wants.travel.destination'', ''wants.travel" and ''wants". This way the algorithm will compare every two
sequences offeatures starting from the biggest sequences, until it finds a contrastive pair, then the first
sequence will be compared with the next message in the array, etc.
Here we have defined an algorithm by which we can supply a message with a contrastive focus scope
indication. The generation of contrastive accents on the basis of contrastive focus will be explored in the
following chapter. Note that we only account for explicit contrast. People also use implicit contrastive accents.
By this we mean the use of contrast where one of the contrastive elements is not stated explicitly but implied by
the accent on the other element. This is a much more complicated matter, and more research is needed before
we can say something about it that can be related to OVIS.
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Chapter 9
From Focus to Accent: the Revised Algorithm

We have shown how we get the scopes for the foci of contrast, verification and correction
acknowledgement. In this chapter we will combine these different kinds of foci and see how they produce
sentence accents. We will use a variant of the Focus-Accent theory that was used in GoalGetter. This must be
adapted to account for the different kinds of focus. The algorithm we discussed in chapter 3 will be adapted to
account for the different kinds of focus.

9.1 The Revised Algorithm
9.1.2 From Foci to Accents
We want to propose to assign newness accents in OVIS in the same way as we did in GoalGetter. We
have seen that speaker changes do not influence the object or concept givenness effects. We have also seen that
we had to define the notion of transaction (which was called topic in GoalGetter) in OVIS.
We will now give the adapted algorithm from GoalGetter. We have replaced the context structure with
the frame structure and the information store. All replaced and added elements are written in italics. The type
'Stree' has been expanded to include a reference to the features that are referred to. This information must be
present in the templates. The feature 'features' is used for this purpose, it is placed under the feature 'node'.
Furthermore the features 'verify' and 'correct' have been added under the feature 'node'. These are booleans
that indicate whether the subtree is in verification focus or correction acknowledgement focus respectively. The
new type definition for 'Stree' looks like this:
Stree:

node

category:

I

l ; s : {N,A, P, V}
~rlevel : {zero,min,ma~

features : list(String)
focus : {yes,no,neutral}
contrast : {yes,no}
verification : {yes,no}
correction : {yes,no}

sons : list(Stree)
first : Integer
last : Integer

In the 'min_x' routine we replaced th! input 'context' with the feature structure and the information store:
min x(syntactic tree:Stree,.in:formation store,:frama structure): Stree
WALK THROUGH syntactic tree BOTTUM UP -LEFT TO RIGHT
FOR EVERY subtree
IF type(subtree) EQUALS Word
THEN IF concept given(subtree.string, previous words u current_words)
THEN subtree.node.focus =no
IF unfocusable(subtree)
THEN subtree.node.focus =no
ADD subtree.string TO current words
ELSE IF ( unfocusable(subtree)
OR identity anaphoric(subtree.node.object,information store)
OR always_given(subtree.node.object,frame_structure)
THEN subtree.node.focus =no

T

RETURN syntactic_tree
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The subroutines that are called from min_x undergo a big change. In the function unfocusables the fact that
verification and correction acknowledgement accents also appear is taken in consideration. Checks to see
whether a word or subtree is in verification or correction acknowledgement focus have been added to the
function unfocusable:
unfocusable(syntactic tree:stree): Boolean
IF type(syntactic_tree) EQUALS Word
THEN IF ( syntactic_tree.node.contrast EQUALS yes
/*notethatawordthatisunaccentablebutisin contrast
OR syntactic tree. node. verify EQUALS yes
verification or correction ack. focus is NOT unfocusable
OR syntactic=tree.node.correct EQUALS yes
THEN RETURN no
IF word.node.focus EQUALS no
THEN RETURN yes
ELSE IF ( word IN unaccentables
THEN RETURN yes
ELSE RETURN no
IF type(syntactic tree) EQUALS Stree
THEN IF ( syntactic tree.node.contrast EQUALS yes
OR syntactic tree.node.verification EQUALS yes
OR syntactic-tree.node.correction EQUALS yes
OR syntactic-tree.node.focus EQUALS yes )
THEN IF ( FOR EVERY son unfocusable(son) )
THEN RETURN yes
ELSE RETURN no

The subroutine concept given will only be changed such that the numbers will not be accented necessarily
anymore. This is because the decision to do so was an ad hoc decision for GoalGetter and there are no reasons
for keeping this rule in an algorithm for OVIS.
concept_given(word, recently_used_words): yes/no
/*
IF cardinal(word)
/* should be removed as it is an ad hoc solution for GoalGetter
THEN RETURN no

ELSE
*I
IF ( word IN recently used words
OR has synonym in(word, recently used words)
OR has-subsumed word in(word, recently used words)
THEN RETURN-yes
ELSE RETURN no

The subroutine identity anaphoric has changed completely. In GoalGetter we searched the whole D_obj
to find two discourse objects that were co-referential and on that basis we could decide a word was object given.
In OVIS we will conclude that a word or (sub)tree is object given when it refers to a feature from the frame
structure that is present in the information store and was introduced or referred to in the current transaction.
identity anaphoric(feature,in£o.rmation store): yes/no
IF feature IN information store
THEN IF (information store.feature.transaction EQUALS current transaction
AND precedes(information_store.feature.location,feature.location))
THEN RETURN yes
RETURN no

The 'always given' routine only :1as to check in the frame structure whether some feature is specified as always
given.
always given(syntactic tree, context): yes/no
IF ( syntactic tree.node EQUALS NP
OR syntactic tree.node EQUALS PP )
THEN IF frame structure. (syntactic tree.node.feature).given =yes
THEN RETURN yes
RETURN no

In 'ttom' we had to decide what happens if two kinds of accents wanted to land on the same word. We
have chosen the following hierarchy from strongest to weakest: contrast - correction acknowledgement verification - newness. This ordering is not based on any evidence. It has to be investigated in some way
whether it is the right ordering. For now it does not matter much. It will start to matter when we would find out
that different accents have different acoustic realisations, or that the rhythmic effects are influenced by the
nature of the involved accents. The most important change that is put into 'ttom' is that the rule that was
responsible for what we have called the 'fake arguments' is adapted. The rule said that: If you are at a node
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wh-:re the right son is a zero projection then the accent goes to the left son. This rule is changed into: If you are
in a VP at the level where the right son is a VO and the left son is not a NP nor a PP then you go to the right,
but else you go to the left. We thus assume that the arguments of a VP are NPs or PPs and that when
arguments are not of any of these two categories, that they are 'fake arguments' and the verb should get the
accent. We have only limited ourselves to the VP case as we only had evidence for this case. But it should be
noted here that all grammatical categories should be examined for their predicate-arguments structure, and this
information should be implemented somewhere in 'ttom'.
ttom(syntactic tree) : metrica1 tree
WALK_THROUGH syntactic_tree TOP=DOWN
FOR EVERY subtree
IF NOT type(subtree) EQUALS Word
THEN : ....
IF CARD (subtree.sons) > 2
I* OR CARD (subtree.sons)> 1
AND subtree.right_son.node.cat.bar* min
*/
CARDINALITY (subtree. sons) > 1
I* not: right son is NP or PP and left son: VO
AND NOT (subtree.right son.node.cat.bar EQUALS zero
AND subtree.right son.node.cat.pas EQUALS V)
AND NOT ( subtree.left son:node.cat.bar EQUALS max
AND (subtree: left son.node.cat.pas EQUALS N
OR subtree.left son.node.cat.pas EQUALS P))
THEN direction = rightward
ELSE direction = leftward
make binary(subtree.sons MINUS subtree.left son)
IF (-subtree.node.focus EQUALS yes OR subtree.node.contrast EQUALS yes
OR subtree.node.accent EQUALS ac OR subtree.node.correction EQUALS yes
OR subtree.node.accent EQUALS a# OR subtree.node.verification EQUALS yes
OR subtree.node.accent EQUALS a% )
THEN
:IF ( subtree.node.contrast EQUALS yes
:
OR subtree.node.accent EQUALS ac
:THEN newaccent = ac
:ELSE IF ( subtree.node.verification EQUALS yes
:
OR subtree.accent EQUALS a% )
:
THEN newaccent = a%
:
ELSE IF ( subtree.node.correction EQUALS yes
:
OR subtree.accent EQUALS a# )
:
THEN newaccent = a#
ELSE newaccent = at
subtree.right son IS empty
OR (direction-EQUALS leftward
AND ( NOT unfocusable(left son)
OR ( unfocusable(left son) AND unfocusable(right_son))))
OR ( direction EQUALS rightwardAND (unfocusable(right son) AND NOT unfocusable(left_son))))
:THEN subtree.left son.accent = newaccent
:ELSE subtree.right son.accent = newaccent
IF (NOT unfocusable(right son)
AND additional accent required(left son,right son,right subtree))
THEN subtree.left son.accent = at
OR

:n··

direction EQUALS leftward
;THEN subtree.left son = af
:ELSE subtree.right_son = af

9 .1.3 The Rhythm Rule
When the metrical tree has been construed it is checked whether there are any rhythmic reasons for
making some final adjustments to the accents pattern. We found out (from the data) that in the case we had a
NP that contained three adjacent words which can be characterised as follows:

X-Y-z
where capitals indicate accented words and the small letters stand for unaccented words, we had to move the
accent from y to z resulting in:
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X-y-Z
Remember evidence for this rule comes from the central station cases and the 'door u gewenste tijd' case
(chapter 6).
The Rhythm Rule that we propose is based on limited data and we do not know what happens in the
cases that more then two accents appear next to each other in other constituents like PPs for example. For the
recent research we have settled for an ad hoc rhythm rule, a better founded rule can only be stated after careful
examination of much more data. This is our provisional proposal for the Rhythm Rule:
rhythm rule(metrical tree): metrical tree
WALK THROUGH metrical_tree FROM left TO right TOP DOWN
FOR EVERY subtree
: IF subtree.node EQUALS NP
:THEN IF yield(subtree) > 2
:
THEN REPEAT UNTIL no more clashing accents /* everytirne we start a new repeat cycle,
we start checking the subtree all over again
IF find_next_word(NP,wordl)
THEN IF wordl.node.accent NOT EQUALS af
THEN IF find next word (NP,word2)
THEN IF-word2.node.accent NOT EQUALS af
THEN accent = word2.node.accent
word2.node.accent = af
IF find_next_word(NP,word3)
THEN IF word3.node.accent EQUALS af
THEN word3.node.accent = accent

This rhythm rule walks through a metrical tree. In this tree for every NP it is checked whether the NP consists
of more then two words (the yield). If this is the case the NP will be examined for any two accents in a row, if
these are found and there is still a third word after the second accented word then this one gets the accent of the
second word, if it did not have an accent yet, else it keeps its own accent. The second word will be deaccented.
This process is being continued until there are no two accented words next to each other left in the NP. The
subroutine 'find next word' that is called from the rhythm rule walks through the tree and returns the first word
it finds.
We have to note that we only had occurrences of at most three adjacent accented words in our data. By
stating the rhythm rule in this way it is implied that in the following case:
X-Y-Z-W
this would be the result after applying the rhythm rule:
X-y-Z-w
Whether this is correct remains to be investigated.

9.2 The Results after Applying the Revised Algorithm
We have applied •he new algorithm to the 4 dialogues in appendix B. These four dialogues include the
two dialogues use before.. First we applied the algorithm without the rhythm rule, these are the results in the
first 5 columns of table 1. In the sixth column we indicated the results when the rhythm rule was applied.

total assimed bv algorithm
total assigned by panel
correct
too manv contrast accents
too many verification accents
too many newness accents
missed accents

dial. I
61
54
50
4

7
4

table 1 results from the adapted algorithm

dial.2
52
47
39
2
6
5
8

dial.3
23
19
19
2

2

-

dial.4
108
91
82
8
6
12
9

total
244
211
190
16
12
26
21

total after RR
237
211
193
16
11
17
18
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We can see from these results that a lot of accents are placed in the rig· .t place now. We have looked at the
accents that were overgenerated and counted how many of them were a result of contrast and verification focus.
These are the numbers in the rows: 'too many contrast accents' and 'too many verification accents'
respectively. We did not generate any correction acknowledgement accents. In the last row we have put the
amount of accents that were still not placed by our algorithm but were necessary according to the panel. We
will now look at the things that went wrong in more detail.
9.2.l Missed Accents
Let's first take a look at the kinds of accents that the algorithm still fails to predict.
The first case is in the sentence ' Ik heb u niet begrepen.' The panel predicts that both 'niet' and 'begrepen'
should be accented and the algorithm only assigns an accent on 'begrepen'. As a result of the rule that solved
the fake arguments case the accent does not go to 'niet' anymore but it goes to 'begrepen', but the panel wishes
both words to be accented. This is easily remedied by changing the tree of the sentence
from

into
VP

VP

V'

V'

I

/

I

NP adv
niet

~
u

I

'v

begrepen

/I

'v

NP advP

/j,,

tJ.

u

niet

begrepen

Furthermore there were some cases in which accents were not assigned by the algorithm that were
assigned by the panel where the accented words were always in the scope of 'dus' (so). It seems that even if
something is in the scope of 'dus' sometimes it is and sometimes it isn't being verified. We did not have
information on what was being verified when we applied the algorithm as we did not have the information
concerning the confidence measures that the system had. We expect that with this information the prediction of
verification accents can be predicted much more accurate.
Our decision on where to place the scopes of verification focus has been based on two things during the
application of the algorithm: Does a word occur in the scope of 'dus', and has a feature already been verified
before? We do not know how the panel has taken the decision to put a verification accent on some word as the
exercise for the panel was to put the accents where they intuitively felt an accent was needed, without paying
attention to the reason of the accent.
The last group of cases where the algorithm missed an accent was in some cases of contrast focus. In the
case where the contrast focus scope ranged over an NP like 'Rotterdam Centraal station' the focus launched one
accent; at the level of the NP node, this accent ended on the last word, 'station' . The data shows however that a
contrast accent on Rotterdam is also needed:
ROTTERDAM Centraal STATION - GRONlNGEN
It seems that the focus scope launches more then one accent. What it is exactly that is going on should be
investigated. One possible explanation that could resolve the above mentioned case is that the contrast focus is
responsible for the launching of contrast accents on any maximal projection within its scope.
9.2.2 Correction Acknowledgement: Different Realisations of Accents
As we already mentioned above no correction acknowledgement accents have been assigned by the
algorithm. We have created two correction acknowledgement foci, but in both cases the accents landed on the
same word together with a contrastive accent. Remember that we had to define a strongest to weakest ordering.
We defined the contrastive accents as the strongest accents: when they land on the same word together with
some other accent they will 'kill' the other accent. At the moment all kinds of accents are realised with the
same acoustical characteristics, so the ordering does not have any effect. We claim that research is needed to
determine the possible differences in acoustic realisation of the different kinds of accents. Bartels and Kingston
( 1994) is a study into the differences of realisation of contrastive and noncontrastive accents. Grice and Savino
1997 have investigated the effect of the measure of confidence on the intonation pattern of verifications (they
call them checks).
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9.2.3 Overgeneration of Accents
There were too many accents caused by verification and contrastive foci. As we already explained when
we mentioned there were some verification accents missing, this is not an error that the algorithm is
responsible for. The contrast accents however might pose a challenge to our algorithm. We think however that
the usage of contrast accents is optional in a lot of cases. We would have to perform a perception experiment to
check whether the contrast accents as assigned by the algorithm are unacceptable or not.
There is also an overgeneration ofnewness accents. One third of them is deleted after the application of
the proposed rhythm rule.
9.2.4 Conclusion
Although there are still some problems with this algorithm, the results are promising. Of the 211 accents
that the panel predicted, the algorithm (with rhythm rule) predicted 193 accents correct, that is 91% of the
accents. We have to keep in mind however that the algorithm was tested on a limited data set. After the
algorithm is implemented it could be tested on bigger sets of data, preferably by means of perception
experiments.
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Chapter 10
General Conclusion

We have considered the accenting module from the GoalGetter system. We tested the algorithm for the
OVIS domain. The algorithm did not perform too well for OVIS. This is due to a number of reasons having to
do with the differences between the two situations, monologue or dialogue. The main adaptations we had to
make to the algorithm to account for this difference was that OVIS had to generate sentence accents that were
triggered by speech acts or game moves that were not available in a monologue situation. This resulted in
verification and correction acknowledgement accents, besides contrastive and newness accents. We found that
changes of speakers which is inherent in a dialogue context do not influence the assignment of accents. Because
we do have more kinds of accents we have a tendency to produce too many sentence accents. We therefore
introduced a rhythm rule which took care of some of these.
Another change to the algorithm that was a result from going from a monologue to a dialogue situation
was that we had to redefine the notion of paragraph. We have replaced this notion with the notion of a
transaction which was invented by a group ofresearchers working on dialogues in Scotland. This turned out to
be a very useful basis to divide a dialogue in smaller parts.
The effects from going from a soccer report to an information supplying situation were restricted to a
different set of always given objects, and a different way of dealing with numbers. In OVIS we found no reason
to always accent numbers, like we did in GoalGetter. Furthermore we found that always givenness was not
defined for the same set of objects in every transaction. It could be that we have to define givenness individually
for every kind of transaction. We only found one situation in our data that indicated that this would be
necessary so this should be investigated with more data.
We have seen that the OVIS' frame structure and information store could be adapted in such a way that
the accenting algorithm can be supplied with the information it needs. There are however two things that the
accenting algorithm still misses. These are the exact words that the user has used and the confidence measure
that some information is true. The words are needed to determine concept givenness and the confidence
measure is necessary to set the verification foci.
The issues that remain to be investigated, are: First of all the acoustic realisation of different kinds of
accents. It is very important to have this matter cleared up. If we would have a way of deciding from a database
of speech which accents were results from which kinds of focus it could also give us some insight in the way
that different foci launch their accents. Is there a one-to-one correspondence between focus and accent, or is
there some rule that says that at every maximal projection an accent is launched in the scope of some focus?. So
the second main point for further research in this area is the relation between the different kinds of foci and
their corresponding kinds of accents.
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Appendix B
OVISl dialogues
DIALOOG 1
goedemorgen dit is het automatische informatiesysteem van openbaar V ervoer
Reisinformatie dit systeem geeft uitsluitend informatie over treinreizen van
NS-station naar NS-station. van welk station naar welk station wilt u reizen?
**ik wil van voorschoten naar den /wag centraal station
wanneer wilt u vanuit voorschoten naar utrecht centraal station reizen?
**ik wil naar den haag centraal station
wanneer wilt u vanuit voorschoten naar den haag centraal station reizen?
**ovennorgen
hoe laat wilt u overmorgen reizen?
**<@> ergens in de avond
u wilt dus tussen achttien en vierentwintig uur vertrekken?
**ja
het spijt me ik heb u niet begrepen wilt u nog eens zeggen of u tussen achttien en
vierentwintig uur wilt vertrekken?
**"JG
er zijn vijf verbindingen. dit is de vroegste. met de stoptrein vertrek vanuit
voorschoten om achttien uur eenentwintig. aankomst in den haag centraal station
om achttien uur vierendertig. wilt u dat ik de verbinding nog eens herhaal?
**ja doe maar
het spijt me ik heb u niet begrepen kunt u nog eens zeggen of ik de verbinding
moet herhalen?
**<@> ja
ik herhaal de verbinding. met de stoptrein vertrek vanuit voorschoten om achttien
uur eenentwintig. aankomst in den haag centraal station om achttien uur
vierendertig. zal ik de verbinding nog eens herhalen?
**nee
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het spijt me ik heb u niet begrepen kunt u nog et:ns zeggen of ik de verbinding
moet herhalen?
**nee niet herhalen
het spijt me maar ik heb u weer niet begrepen kunt u nog eens zeggen
of ik de verbinding moet herhalen?
**nee
wilt u ook de eerstvolgende verbinding weten?
**nee
wilt u nog een andere verbinding weten?
**nee
openbaar vervoer reisinformatie wenst u een prettige reis tot ziens
DIALOOG 2
goedemorgen dit is het automatische informatiesysteem van openbaar Vervoer
Reisinformatie dit systeem geeft uitsluitend informatie over treinreizen van
NS-station naar NS-station van welk station naar welk station wilt u reizen?
**ik wil van groningen naar rotterdam centraal
wanneer wilt u vanuit groningen naar rotterdam centraal station reizen?
**morgenmiddag om twee uur
u wilt dus morgen tussen twaalf en achttien uur vertrekken?
**ik wil om twee uur vertrekken
op welke dag wilt u om veertien uur twintig reizen?
**ik wil morgen dat is dinsdag reizen
op welke dag wilt u tussen twaalf uur vijftig en dertien uur vijftig reizen?
**op dinsdag morgen middag
u wilt dus morgen tussen nul uur vijftig en een uur vijftig s ochtends vertrekken?
**nee ik morgenmiddag dinsdag dus om twee uur vertrekken
wilt u mij alstublieft corrigeren?
**ik wil morgenmiddag om twee uur vertrekken
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u wilt dus morgen tussen nul uur vijftig en een uur vijftig s ochtends
vertrekken?
**nee ik wil om veertien uur ongeveer vertrekken
u wilt dus morgen om twee uur s ochtends vertrekken?
**om twee naar s-middags
u wilt dus morgen om veertien uur vertrekken?
**inderdaad
op het traject groningen - rotterdam centraal station rijden op de door u gewenste
tijd geen treinen. de eerste verbinding erna luidt als volgt. met de intercity vertrek
vanuit groningen om veertien uur achttien. aankomst in rotterdam centraal station
om zestien uur vijfenvijftig. wilt u dat ik de verbinding nog eens herhaal?
**dat is niet nodig
het spijt me ik heb u niet begrepen kunt u nog eens zeggen of ik de verbinding
moet herhalen?
**u hoeft de verbinding niet te herhalen
wilt u nog een andere verbinding weten?
**nee dank u
openbaar vervoer reisinformatie wenst u een prettige reis tot ziens
DIALOOG 3

goedemiddag dit is het automatische informatiesysteem van openbaar Vervoer
Reisinformatie dit systeem geeft uitsluitend informatie over treinreizen van
NS-station naar NS-station van welk station naar welk station wilt u reizen?
**ik wil van schiphol naar assen
van waar uit wilt u naar schiphol vertrekken?
**nee ik wil van schiphol naar assen
wanneer wilt u vanuit schiphol naar assen reizen?
**met sinterklaas
hoe laat wilt u morgen reizen?
**om half twaalf
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wilt dus om elf uur dertig s ochtends vertrekken?
**<n> ja dat klopt
1

ik heb de volgende verbinding gevonden. met de intercity ve11rek vanuit schiphol
om elf uur zevenentwintig. aankomst in assen om dertien uur vierendertig. wilt u
dat ik de verbinding nog eens herhaal?
**<n> nee dank u
wilt u nog een andere verbinding weten?
**nee
openbaar vervoer reisinformatie wenst u een prettige reis tot ziens
DIALOOG4
goedemiddag. dit is het automatische informatiesysteem van openbaar Vervoer
Reisinformatie. dit systeem geeft uitsluitend informatie over treinreizen van
NS-station naar NS-station. van welk station naar welkstation wilt u reizen?
**? indie kapelle-biezelinge naar amsterdam
op welke dag wilt u om negen uur vijf s ochtends vanuit kapelle-biezelinge naar
amsterdam centraal station reizen?
**zondag eenentwintig januari
u wilt dus op dinsdag drieentwintig januari vertrekken?
**nee op zondag eenentwintig januari
het spijt me ik heb u niet begrepen. wilt u nog eens zeggen of u op dinsdag
drieentwintig januari wilt vertrekken?
**nee op zondag eenentwintig januari
het spijt me maar ik heb u weer niet begrepen. wilt u nog eens herhalen of u op
dinsdag drieentwintig januari wilt vertrekken?
**nee
wilt u mij alstublieft corrigeren?
**ik wil vertrekken op zondag eenentwintig januari
u wilt dus morgen vertrekken?
**ja
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op het traject kapelle-biezelinge - amste;·dam centraal station rijden op de door u
gewenste tijd geen treinen. de eerste verbinding erna luidt als volgt. met de trein
vertrek vanuit kapelle-biezelinge om negen uur vierenveertig. aankomst in roosendaal om tien uur achttien daar verder met de trein. vertrek om tien uur
drieentwintig. aankomst in amsterdam centraal station om twaalf uur acht. wilt u
dat ik de verbinding nog eens herhaal?
**nee
wilt u nog een andere verbinding weten?
**ja
van welk station naar welk station wilt u reizen?
**van goes naar den bosch
wanneer wilt u vanuit hengelo oost naar s hertogenbosch reizen?
**maandag
hoe laat wilt u overmorgen reizen?
**om tien uur
het spijt me ik heb u niet begrepen. wilt u nog eens zeggen hoe laat u overmorgen
wilt reizen?
**tien uur
u wilt dus om tien uur s ochtends vertrekken?
**ja
op het traject hengelo oost - s hertogenbosch rijden op de door u gewenste tijd
geen treinen. de eerste verbinding erna luidt als volgt met de trein vertrek vanuit
hengelo oost om tien uur vierentwintig aankomst in hengelo om tien uur
achtentwintig. daar verder met de trein, vertrek om tien uur vierenveertig.
aankomst in zutphen om elf uur drieentwintig. daar verder met de trein, vertrek
om elf uur achtentwintig. aankomst in s hertogenbosch om twaalf uur achtendertig
wilt u <lat ik de verbinding nog eens herhaal?
**nee
kan ik u nog een andere verbinding geven?
**nee dank u
openbaar vervoer reisinformatie wenst u een prettige reis tot ziens
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Appendix C
selection of trees from dialogue 1 and 2
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Hoe laat wilt u overmorgen reizen?
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Het spijt me
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Wilt u nog eens zeggen of u tussen 18 en 24 uur wilt vertrekken?
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Er zijn vijf verbindingen.
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Met de stoptrein vertrek vanuit Voorschoten om 18 uur 21.
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wilt u dat ik de verbinding nog eens herhaal?
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Kunt u nog eens zeggen of ik de verbinding moet herhalen
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ik herhaal de verbinding
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Het spijt me maar ik heb u weer niet begrepen
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wilt u ook de eerstvolgende verbinding weten?
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op welke dag wilt u om 14 uur 20 reizen?
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u wilt dus morgen tussen nul uur 50 :n een uur 50 's ochtends
vertrekken
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u wilt dus morgen om twee uur 's ochtends vertrekken?
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op het traject groningen-rotterdam centraal station rijden op de
door u gewenste tijd geen treinen.
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De eerste verbinding erna luidt als volgt
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